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Introduction

1 Introduction
1.1 Adeno-Associated Virus (AAV)
Adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) are members of the parvovirus family with small nonenveloped icosahedral capsids of about 20 to 25 nm in diameter. They were first described
in 1965 as contaminants of an adenovirus preparation and henceforward named adenoassociated viruses (1). Among the parvoviruses the AAVs belong to the genus
Dependovirus. As the name implies they depend on the presence of a suitable helper virus,
like adenovirus (2) or herpesviruses (3, 4) for productive replication. In the absence of a
helper virus AAV establish a latent state and persist in the nucleus as episome (5) or
integrated within the host cell genome (6). Upon co-infection or superinfection with a
helper virus AAV will be reactivated and switch to productive replication (7).
For the AAVs a large number of serotypes and variants are described which especially
differ in their viral capsid structures. Since the capsids mediate host cell entry they
determine the cellular tropism of the different AAV serotypes. Among these, AAV2 is the
best-characterized serotype and serves as the prototype for the AAV family. AAV5
represents the evolutionary most distant member of the AAV serotypes with some unique
features. The AAVs are widely distributed among the human population. But despite the
high seroprevalence of approximately 80%, AAV infections have not been associated with
any diseases (8). Based on wild-type AAV recombinant vectors have been developed for
gene therapy.

1.1.1 AAV Genome Organization and Protein Expression
Adeno-associated viruses possess a linear single-stranded DNA genome with a length of
approximately 4.7 kilobases (kb) (9). Both ends of the genome contain identical inverted
terminal repeats (ITRs) of about 145 nucleotides (10). Due to embedded complementary
repeat sequences, the ITRs can fold back to form a T-shaped secondary structure (Fig. 1).
This structure is composed of three palindromic regions, A/A‟, B/B‟ and C/C‟, and a
single-stranded unique region of about 20 nucleotides, designated as D-region. The AAVITRs contain cis-regulatory elements required for AAV gene regulation, DNA replication
and genome packaging (11, 12), as well as for the integration of the virus into the host
genome (5). The Rep binding element (RBE) within the ITRs enables binding of the large
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regulatory proteins Rep78 and Rep68 to the AAV genome (13). Furthermore, the terminal
resolution site (trs) allows strand-specific nicking of the AAV genome by Rep78/68 during
DNA replication (14).
Fig. 1: AAV2 genome organization.
Displayed in the center is the AAV2
genome with the two open reading
frames rep and cap flanked by the
inverted terminal repeats (ITRs).
Indicated are the three promoters,
the splice donor (SD) and the minor
and major splice acceptor sites
(SAm/M), and the polyadenylation
site (pA), each with corresponding
nucleotide positions. Above the
genome the ITR secondary
structure is enlarged showing the
different repeats, the Rep binding
element (RBE) and the terminal
resolution site (trs). Below spliced
and unspliced transcripts initiated
from the p5, p19 and p40 promoter
and resulting proteins are depicted.
Different shading patterns imply
different reading frames.

The ITRs flank two large open reading frames (ORFs), rep and cap, which encode
overlapping regulatory proteins (Rep) and capsid proteins (Cap), respectively.
Furthermore, within the cap gene the assembly activating protein (AAP) is encoded (Fig.
1). All described AAV mRNAs are transcribed from one DNA strand, designated as AAV
(+) strand. For AAV2 these mRNAs are initiated from the three promoters p5, p19 and
p40, named after their relative positions within the genome. Only a single polyadenylation
signal at map position p96 is used for transcription termination (15, 16). Furthermore,
AAV contains a single intron located in the center of the genome (17). Splicing of AAV2
transcripts occur at the splice donor site at nucleotide position 1906 and either the minor or
major splice acceptor site at nucleotide position 2201 or 2228, respectively. Transcripts of
the rep ORF are initiated at the p5 and the p19 promoter leading to four non-structural Rep
proteins (Fig. 1) (18). The large Rep proteins Rep78 and Rep68 are derived from p5initiated transcripts. The small Rep proteins Rep52 and Rep40 represent N-terminally
truncated variants of the large Rep proteins, which are derived from p19-initiated
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transcripts. While Rep78 and Rep52 are translated from unspliced mRNAs, Rep68 and
Rep40 are translated from spliced mRNAs leading to C-terminally truncated versions of
Rep78 and Rep52, respectively. All four Rep proteins possess ATPase activity and a 3‟-to5‟ helicase activity (19). Only the large Rep proteins exhibit site-specific DNA-bindingand endonuclease activity (20, 21) since the respective protein domains are located Nterminally. The large Rep proteins are involved in various stages of gene expression,
genome replication and genomic integration, whereas the small Rep proteins are required
for genome packaging (12). The cap ORF encodes the structural proteins VP1, VP2 and
VP3 that form the viral capsid (Fig. 1). The corresponding transcripts are initiated at the
p40 promoter and are differentially spliced (22). The utilization of the AAV2 minor or
major splice acceptor sites generate two alternative transcripts (23, 24). In the splice
process the major splice acceptor site is used more frequently than the minor splice
acceptor site. VP1 can only be translated from the transcript spliced at the minor splice
acceptor site and is therefore expressed at a lower level. The major transcript is responsible
for the expression of VP2 and VP3. However, since VP2 translation is initiated at a noncanonical and weak ACG start codon its expression level is as low as that of VP1. In
contrast, VP3 translation initiation starts at a conventional ATG start codon, resulting in
high expression levels. As a consequence VP1, VP2 and VP3 are expressed at ratios of
approximately 1:1:10 (23). VP1 and VP2 represent N-terminal extended variants of VP3.
The VP1 unique region harbors a phospholipase A2 domain essential for viral infectivity
(25). Within the cap ORF an alternative reading frame encodes the AAP protein, which is
translated from an unconventional CTG start codon (Fig. 1). AAP is required for assembly
and maturation of the viral capsids in the nucleolus (26).

1.1.2 AAV Serotypes: Comparison of the AAV2 and AAV5 Genomes
The AAV family comprises a growing number of different variants and virus strains. Up to
now 13 AAV serotypes have been described isolated from human and nonhuman primates.
AAV2 was the first serotype to be cloned into a plasmid construct (27) and was henceforth
used for most molecular studies. Therefore, AAV2 represents the best-characterized
serotype and serves as the prototype for most AAV serotypes.
AAV5, the evolutionary most distant member compared to AAV2 shows a sequence
homology of only 50 to 60%, at the nucleotide and amino acid level (28). The overall
genome organization of AAV5 is comparable to that of AAV2 (Fig. 2). The main
10
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difference between the AAV2 and AAV5 transcription profiles is that RNAs generated
from the AAV5 promoters p7 and p19 predominantly use an internal polyadenylation site
(pA)p (nt 2193) located within the central intron of the genome (Fig. 2) (29). The AAV5
intron bears two consensus polyadenylation signals (AAUAAA) (17). RNA cleavage and
polyadenylation occurs 11 to 14 nt downstream of the first poly(A) motif, upstream of the
minor splice acceptor site SAm (nt 2204). Utilization of the internal polyadenylation signal
prevents splicing of p7- and p19-generated transcripts. As a result no spliced Rep isoforms
are generated (29). The AAV2 genome also exhibits the consensus polyadenylation signal
within the intron, but in contrast to AAV5 it is not utilized (17). In addition to Rep78 and
Rep52, high levels of a Rep40-like protein have been observed during AAV5 infection
(Fig. 2) (30). Unlike Rep40 of AAV2, the Rep40-like protein of AAV5 is generated from
an alternative start codon 50 amino acids downstream of the Rep52 start codon. As a
consequence, AAV5 Rep52 and Rep40-like have the same C-terminus, but differ in their
N-termini. Similar to the AAV2 Rep40 protein, the Rep40-like protein exhibits helicase
activity and was shown to be functional for viral encapsidation (31). AAV5 transcripts
initiated at the p41 promoter use the distal polyadenylation site (pA)d (29). Furthermore,
the analysis of the AAV5 transcription profile revealed an abundant transcript generated
from the ITRs in HEK 293 cells achieving expression levels comparable to the p7
promoter (29). This transcript initiates at nt 142 (Inr) which maps to the terminal resolution
site (trs) within the AAV5-ITR (Fig. 2). The ITR transcript is polyadenylated at the distal
polyadenylation site (pA)d and appears not to be spliced. Its potential role for the AAV5
infection cycle is currently unknown. A similar ITR-initiated transcript has been shown for
AAV2 in AAV2-derived vectors (32, 33). But in contrast to AAV5, transcripts initiated at
the AAV2-ITRs are only expressed at very low levels.
Fig. 2: AAV5 genome organization. The AAV5
genome is depicted indicating the three
promoters, the splice donor (SD) and the
minor and major splice acceptor sites (SAm/M),
and the proximal and distal polyadenylation
sites (pA)p/d, each with corresponding
nucleotide positions. The ITR transcript with
its starting nucleotide is indicated. Below the
genome transcripts initiated from the p7, p19
and p41 promoter and resulting proteins are
displayed. Different shading patterns imply
different reading frames.
11
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1.1.3 Biphasic Life Cycle of AAV
Despite the wide distribution of AAVs in the human population, the in vivo mechanisms of
AAV replication in humans and primates are largely unknown. Since efficient AAV
replication requires the presence of a helper virus and no in vivo model for wild-type AAV
infection exists, most of the knowledge regarding AAV biology is based on experiments
performed in cell culture.

1.1.3.1 Host Cell Entry
In the first step of the replication cycle AAV enters the host cell by receptor-mediated
endocytosis. This is achieved by binding of the AAV capsids to a specific primary receptor
and to co-receptors on the cellular surface. The AAV serotypes use diverse receptors,
which are differentially expressed on the various host cells. For AAV2 heparan sulfate
proteoglycan (HSPG) is described as primary receptor (34), while a couple of co-receptors,
like integrins, the laminin receptor, the fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 (FGFR-1), the
hepatocyte growth factor receptor (HGFR) or the tetraspanin CD9 (35-39) are utilized for
viral internalization. The evolutionary most divergent member of the AAV family, AAV5,
binds to N-linked α2-3 or α2-6 sialic acids on the cellular surface (40). Furthermore, the
platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR) is described to be required for AAV5
infection (41). Recently, a transmembrane protein has been identified that serves as a
universal receptor for all members of the AAV family, designated as AAVR (42).
However, its exact role in the transduction process is still debated (43, 44).
The AAV capsids can be internalized via the dynamin-dependent pathway by clathrincoated pits (45) or by a clathrin-independent carrier (CLIC) through a GPI-anchoredprotein-enriched endosomal compartment (GEEC) (46). After endocytosis the AAV
virions are situated in endosomes. Acidification causes structural rearrangements of the
capsids leading to exposure of the phospholipase A2 domain of the viral VP1 proteins
which enables the escape from the endosomes (47). Rapid unidirectional cytoplasmic
trafficking towards the nucleus is facilitated by the use of the microtubule network (48).
The released capsids are assumed to pass the nuclear pores intact, due to their small size.
Within the nucleus the capsids are uncoated and the genomes are set free. The
complementary strand of the single-stranded AAV genomes are synthesized by cellular
DNA polymerases allowing transcription of the viral mRNAs. Depending on the absence
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or presence of a helper virus, AAV enters the latent or productive replication cycle,
respectively.

1.1.3.2 Latent Replication Cycle
In the absence of a suitable helper virus only low levels of Rep78/68 are expressed. These
are sufficient to suppress any further AAV gene transcription by a negative feedback
mechanism on the AAV promoters (49, 50), thereby inhibiting viral replication. In the
following, the AAV genomes either integrate into the cellular host genome (6) or persist in
the nucleus as episomes (5). Traditionally it was shown that AAV integrates at a site called
AAVS1 located on human chromosome 19 (51). However, recent studies revealed
additional AAV integration sites throughout the human genome near GAGY/C repeats
(52). The Rep proteins are believed to specifically bind to GAGY/C repeat sequences of
the viral and the host cell genome (53), thereby mediating AAV strand invasion. Usually,
viruses that exhibit a latent infection cycle persist in specific cell types until reactivation of
productive virus replication. The in vivo sites of AAV persistence have not been identified.
But recent studies on healthy and immunocompromised human blood donors revealed
various AAV serotypes located within human T-lymphocytes, indicating that these cells
might represent the in vivo sites of AAV persistence (Khalid, Hüser and Heilbronn, pers.
communication).

1.1.3.3 Productive Replication Cycle
In the presence of a suitable helper virus AAV switch from latent to productive replication.
Initially, specific viral helper genes transactivate the AAV p5 promoter (54, 55).
Furthermore, the large Rep proteins transactivate all AAV promoters to support efficient
gene expression (56, 57). In addition, the Rep proteins are essential for the replication of
the AAV genome.
Starting from the single-stranded AAV genome the free 3‟-OH end at the ITR serves as a
primer for DNA synthesis by cellular DNA polymerases generating the AAV monomer
turnaround (mT) form (Fig. 3) (11). The large Rep proteins are able to specifically bind to
the RBE within the AAV-ITRs. After DNA binding the endonuclease domain of Rep78/68
can introduce a site-specific single-stranded nick at the trs creating a new free 3‟-OH end
for DNA synthesis (58). Due to the helicase activity of the Rep proteins DNA unwinding is
achieved by the generation of relaxed DNA strands. These are accessible for the
13
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recruitment of cellular or viral DNA polymerases and further helper functions required for
efficient genome replication. The complementary sequence of the ITR is elongated by
strand displacement leading to the AAV monomer extended (mE) replication form (Fig. 3).
At this stage AAV strands of both polarities, positive and negative, are synthesized. Selfannealing of the ITRs at either end of the genome results in new free 3‟-OH ends, that can
be used for reinitiation of DNA synthesis or alternatively these replication products can be
used for genome packaging. Self-annealing at the elongated ITR of the AAV (mT)
replication form also leads to a new free 3‟-OH end on which DNA polymerases can
reinitiate for DNA synthesis. If this occurs before strand-specific nicking at the trs, dimeric
(dT) or higher AAV replication forms can be generated (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3: AAV genome replication. Model of
the AAV genome replication, starting with
the single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) genome,
which results in the generation of multiple
AAV genomic copies of positive and
negative polarity. mT = monomer
turnaround, mE = monomer extended, dT =
dimer turnaround, trs = terminal resolution
site.
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Late in the AAV replication cycle, the structural proteins VP1, VP2 and VP3 assemble to
preformed viral capsids, supported by AAP (26). AAV ssDNA genomes of positive and
negative polarity are equally encapsidated, which is mediated by the helicase activity of the
small Rep proteins, Rep52 and Rep40 (12). Newly generated AAV progenies are released
from the host cell as a consequence of helper virus induced cell lysis.

1.1.4 Viral Helper Functions
The best-characterized helper viruses enabling productive AAV replication represent
adenovirus (Ad2 or Ad5) or herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV1). These helper viruses
differ in their molecular mechanisms by which they support productive AAV replication.
While adenovirus mainly promotes AAV gene expression and leads the cell into the S
phase, the HSV1 helper genes support AAV genome replication.
It has been shown that five early adenovirus gene products, namely E1A, E1B, E2A,
E4orf6 and VA RNA, are required for productive AAV2 replication (59). The early gene
products E1A and E1B play an essential role during AAV gene expression (60). E1A has
been shown to act as a transcription activator required for initial activation of the AAV
promoters (54, 61). E2A represents an ssDNA-binding protein that interacts with Rep and
enhances AAV genome replication (62). E4orf6 has been shown to stimulate secondary
strand synthesis of the AAV genome, which is the rate-limiting step during early AAV
replication (63). Furthermore, the E1B55K/E4orf6 complex acts as an ubiquitin ligase,
which is described to promote viral replication by degrading cellular proteins important for
apoptosis or DNA repair (64, 65). The VA RNAs stimulate AAV protein synthesis by
blocking the activation of the cellular interferon-induced antiviral defense mechanism (66,
67). Similar to AAV2, the same adenoviral gene products are sufficient for productive
AAV5 replication (68). But in contrast to AAV2, AAV5 is less dependent on adenoviral
helper genes for RNA expression and RNA splicing (17).
In contrast to the identified adenoviral gene products, the helper functions provided by
herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV1) are directly involved in AAV genome replication. A
minimal set comprising the ternary HSV1 helicase-primase complex (UL5/UL8/UL52) and
the ssDNA-binding protein ICP8 (UL29) is essential and sufficient for productive AAV2
replication (69). In this process, ICP8 has been shown to co-localize with Rep78 on AAV
ssDNA genomes in vitro and within nuclear replication centers in vivo resulting in ternary
complex formation required for AAV genome replication initiation (70). Furthermore, it
15
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has been shown that UL5 helicase activity, but not UL52 primase catalytic activity was
required for efficient AAV genome replication (71). In addition, the HSV1 DNA
polymerase (UL30/UL42) enhances AAV2 genome replication. Furthermore, the HSV1
gene product ICP0 has been shown to transactivate AAV2 rep gene expression (55). This
effect is further increased by the HSV1 gene functions ICP4 and ICP22, which act
synergistically with ICP0 (72). More recently, another gene product, the HSV1
exonuclease (UL12), has been shown to facilitate resolution of high molecular AAV
replication forms (73).
Many other viruses are described to support productive AAV replication. These include
members of the herpesvirus family, e.g. herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV2) (3), human
cytomegalovirus (HCMV) (4), varicella zoster virus (VZV) (74), Epstein-Barr virus
(EBV), human herpesvirus 6 (HHV6) (75) and pseudorabies virus (PrV) (76), as well as
members of other virus families such as human papillomavirus (HPV) (77) or baculovirus,
an insect virus (78). However, for these viruses the individual helper genes that promote
productive AAV replication are less well characterized. In contrast to previous studies, the
vaccinia virus (VV) was recently shown to be insufficient to completely promote
productive AAV replication and was renominated as subhelper of AAV due to its lack to
transactivate AAV promoters (79).

1.1.5 AAV-Derived Vectors and Their Applications
In recent years, AAV-derived vectors have become one of the most favorable candidates
for virus-based gene therapeutic applications. Vectors based on AAV have been
successfully used in clinical trials for the treatment of monogenetic disorders such as
hemophilia B and show stable long-term persistence and transgene expression in postmitotic cells (80, 81). Moreover, Glybera, an AAV vector for the treatment of the rare
genetic disease, lipoprotein lipase deficiency was approved in 2012 by the European
Medicines Agency (EMA) as the first virus-based gene therapeutic pharmaceutical (82). In
these and many other clinical trials recombinant AAV (rAAV) vectors have been shown to
be safe, not exceeding mild immune responses of the host (83).

1.1.5.1 Features of AAV-Derived Vectors
In order to achieve a specific tissue tropism, AAV vectors can be packaged into capsids of
the AAV serotype of choice (84). In contrast to the AAV wild-type genome, rAAV vectors
16
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do not contain any viral coding sequences except for the cis-active AAV-ITRs which flank
the transgene. In absence of the AAV Rep proteins, Rep-mediated integration into the host
genome does not occur. However, very rare random integration events have been described
(52, 85). The majority of AAV vector genomes predominantly persist as circular
monomeric or concatameric episomes (86). In comparison to retroviral or lentiviral
vectors, complications regarding insertional mutagenesis have not been reported in any
clinical trial. One limitation of AAV vectors is their small genome capacity of
approximately 4.5 kb. This however, is sufficient for many human genes, which are
generally expressed as cDNAs. For the expression of larger transgenes, methods exist, that
separate the therapeutic gene on two or more vector genomes. After successful
transduction the full-length transgene is recovered by head-to-tail concatamerization of the
vector genomes and subsequent trans-splicing (87, 88).

1.1.5.2 Generation of Recombinant AAV (rAAV) Vectors
In general, for AAV vector generation the transgene of choice is cloned between the AAVITRs under the control of a heterologous promoter. The AAV-ITRs contain cis-acting
elements, required for efficient replication and encapsidation of the vector genome and are
the only elements retained for recombinant AAV (rAAV) vectors (89). AAV rep and cap,
as well as the helper functions provided by adenovirus or herpesvirus are expressed in
trans either from a helper plasmid or a recombinant virus. Alternatively, AAV helper
functions can be constitutively expressed in a producer cell line.
The most widely used method for AAV vector production represents transient cotransfection of adherent HEK 293 cells with two or three plasmids encoding the rAAV
transgene, the rep/cap expression cassette, and the adenovirus helper genes for E2A,
E4orf6 and VA RNA (Fig. 4) (90, 91). The helper functions E1A and E1B are
constitutively expressed by the 293 cell line (92). The co-transfection approach is efficient
for laboratory applications but limited in scalability. Alternative approaches, such as the
infection of suspension BHK mammalian cells or Sf9 insect cells with recombinant
herpesvirus (93) or baculovirus strains (94), respectively, have been developed for large
scale production as needed for bioreactor scale-up production for clinical applications.
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Fig. 4: Generation of rAAV vectors.
Schematic depiction of the production of
recombinant AAV (rAAV) vectors by
transient transfection of HEK 293 cells.

1.2 Non-Coding RNAs
The human genome contains approximately 25,000 protein-coding genes, which correlates
to only about 2% of the entire genome. These are transcribed to messenger RNAs
(mRNAs) which are eventually translated to proteins at the ribosomes. However, mRNAs
or coding RNAs only make up a small portion of total RNAs in mammalian cells. In fact,
more than 70% of the genome is transcribed into RNAs (95). The majority is designated as
non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) with a wide range of regulatory functions. The bestcharacterized ncRNAs include the ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) and transfer RNAs (tRNAs),
as well as small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) and small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs),
respectively. These ncRNAs are involved in central processes of the cell. The rRNAs as
major component of the ribosomes and the tRNAs carrying the amino acids are required
for protein biosynthesis. While rRNAs and tRNAs are mostly found in the cytoplasm,
snRNAs and snoRNAs are located in the nucleus. There they are involved in
posttranscriptional mRNA processing, e.g. splicing or RNA editing. In all these processes
the ncRNAs have been found to interact with RNA-binding proteins.
In recent years, increasing numbers of new classes of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs)
and small non-coding RNAs have been identified. Many of them can regulate gene
expression through a diversity of mechanisms. For example, transcripts derived from
flanking gene regions can modulate the expression of an adjacent gene, e.g. by altering the
chromatin structure (96). Many ncRNAs have been associated with cancers or other
diseases (97).
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1.2.1 Small Non-Coding RNAs
RNAs with a size smaller than 200 nucleotides that do not code for a protein product are
termed small non-coding RNAs (small ncRNAs). The first small ncRNAs with regulatory
functions were discovered in the nematode C. elegans, where small temporal RNAs,
known as lin-4 and let-7, have been shown to regulate the timing of developmental larval
stages (98, 99). Soon thereafter, let-7 homologs and further small ncRNAs involved in
various cellular regulatory processes were identified in diverse metazoan species, some of
which are evolutionary conserved (100, 101). Today, this class of endogenous RNAs,
known as microRNAs (miRNAs), makes up one of the largest gene families in higher
eukaryotes. The human genome encodes approximately 2000 miRNAs and it is estimated
that at least half of the transcriptome is regulated by one or multiple miRNAs (102). Some
of the cellular processes modulated by miRNAs include cell cycle progression (103), the
innate and adaptive immune response (104), apoptosis (105), hematopoiesis (106) and
tumorigenesis (107).

1.2.1.1 Small Non-Coding RNA Species
In the last decade, several classes of small ncRNAs with regulatory functions have been
described (Tab. 1). The best-studied small ncRNAs represent microRNAs (miRNAs),
small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs). MiRNAs and
siRNAs have similar biological roles and are characterized by their double-stranded RNA
precursors. Both are typically seen in posttranscriptional gene silencing, but also
transcriptional gene silencing achieved by DNA or histone modification has been
described (108-110). Nonetheless, clear distinctions can be made particularly regarding
their origin and evolutionary conservation (111). While miRNAs are derived from
individual genes, siRNAs often derive from mRNAs or transposons. High sequence
conservation can be observed for miRNAs of related species, whereas endogenous siRNAs
are rarely conserved. Endogenous siRNAs typically silence the same or very similar loci
from which they originate, whereas miRNAs silence a broad range of various genes. In
contrast to miRNAs and siRNAs, piRNAs are primarily found in animals and appear to be
derived from single-stranded RNA precursors (112). They are clearly germline-specific
and are usually between 26 - 31 nt in length, which is different from mature si/miRNAs
that have a size of about 22 nt. PiRNAs are involved in silencing of transposable elements
and the regulation of the chromatin state in germline cells (113, 114).
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For a long time, the transfer RNAs (tRNAs) and small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) were
believed to be restricted to their generic cellular functions in mRNA translation and rRNA
modification, respectively. Surprisingly, studies identified tRNA-derived fragments (tRFs)
which are involved in posttranscriptional gene silencing, translational repression and the
modulation of cell proliferation (115-117). This new class of small ncRNAs can be divided
in different subtypes according to their position of origin within the pre-tRNA or mature
tRNA (118). Mammalian snoRNAs are evolutionary conserved, generally derive from
introns and range from 60 to 300 nt in length (119). They are located in the nucleolus
where they are involved in rRNA processing and site-specific nucleotide modification of
rRNAs and snRNAs (120). Furthermore, snoRNA-derived RNAs (sdRNAs) have been
reported that are involved in posttranscriptional gene silencing similar to miRNAs (121,
122). The presence of miRNAs located in the nucleolus points to a potential role of
snoRNA-derived miRNAs in this subcellular compartment (123). Another RNA species
similar to miRNAs is represented by mirtrons (124). These intron-encoded miRNAs
account for 5 to 10% of the total miRNA genes in vertebrates, but are less frequently
expressed compared to miRNAs generated by the canonical processing pathway. Further
classes of small ncRNAs involved in posttranscriptional gene silencing include short
hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) and microRNA-offset RNAs (moRs). These RNA species are less
well characterized and are classified as separate species based on their divergent biogenesis
in comparison to the miRNA processing pathway. MoRs are highly conserved among older
families of animal miRNAs, indicative of a distinct class of small ncRNAs (125).
Tab. 1: Summary of small non-coding RNA species described here.

PTGS = posttranscriptional gene silencing, TGS = transcriptional gene silencing
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1.2.1.2 Promoter-Associated Small Non-Coding RNAs
Some classes of small ncRNAs are specifically associated with promoter activities. These
promoter-associated RNAs (paRNAs) are transcribed close to the transcription start or
within the promoter region. In the literature alternative names for this class of RNAs exist,
e.g. transcription start site-associated RNAs (TSSaRNAs) (126, 127). PaRNAs can be
divided into long, small and tiny RNA subspecies (Tab. 1). Human small paRNAs
(PASRs) transcribe in both, the sense and the antisense direction of active promoters with
peak fractions around +50 bp downstream and -250 bp upstream of the TSS (126). This
bidirectional pattern of transcription initiation is termed divergent transcription and can be
recognized for many mammalian promoters, especially for those that lack a strong TATA
element (127, 128). The human small paRNAs are 5‟ capped and arise either as
independent transcripts or represent processing products from longer RNAs, likely long
paRNAs (PALRs) (129). Their rather low expression level is positively correlated to the
promoter activity and mRNA level (126). This small ncRNA class is presumably required
to maintain an open chromatin structure and relax DNA-negative supercoils for active
transcription from the corresponding promoter (130). Additionally, small paRNAs have
been suggested to play an important role in transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) by
targeting the promoter sequence (129). Similar functional roles are suggested for the tiny
paRNAs or transcription initiation RNAs (tiRNAs), since they share several common
features with the small paRNA subspecies. They are transcribed in both directions from the
promoter with a preference for the sense direction forming a peak fraction between +10
and +30 bp downstream the TSS (131). The tiny paRNAs are low abundant transcripts of
18 nt in size and are associated with RNA polymerase II binding sites. However, in
contrast to the small paRNAs, the abundance of tiny paRNAs does not correlate with the
gene expression level (131). They are suggested to be generated by RNApol II pausing,
backtracking and cleavage by the transcription factor IIS (TFIIS) and are postulated to
mark highly transcribed genes (132). Many more emerging classes of small ncRNAs are
described, most of them however, with unknown function and some being controversially
discussed.

1.2.2 Biogenesis of Small Non-Coding RNAs
Since research in terms of biogenesis and biological function is mostly advanced in the
field of miRNAs, other classes of small ncRNAs are often compared to the canonical
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miRNA pathway. In animals, miRNAs are generally transcribed by RNApol II, followed
by 5‟ capping and 3‟ polyadenylation (133) (Fig. 5A). This leads to the primary miRNA
transcript (pri-miRNA) that is usually several kb long and possesses one or multiple
internal hairpin structures. The primary miRNA transcript is recognized and processed by
the nuclear RNase III endonuclease Drosha and its cofactor DGCR8, which is also known
as the microprocessor complex (134). This processing step liberates a stem loop
intermediate of approximately 60 - 70 nt that exhibit a 5‟ phosphate and a 2 nt 3‟ overhang,
known as precursor miRNA (pre-miRNA). The pre-miRNA is transported to the cytoplasm
by the nuclear export receptor exportin-5 where a second RNase III endonuclease, called
Dicer and its cofactor TRBP cleaves off the terminal loop to release a miRNA duplex of
~22 nt in length (111, 133). Usually one strand of the miRNA duplex, the mature miRNA
strand, is chosen to be incorporated into the miRNA ribonucleoprotein complex (miRNP),
while the other strand, the star strand, is degraded. Strand selection of the miRNA duplex
depends on the relative thermodynamic stability of the duplexes‟ ends (133). Within the
miRNP complex the mature miRNA is directly associated with the argonaute protein,
which possesses endonucleolytic activity (108).
Typically, miRNAs act on a posttranscriptional level by base-pairing to their target mRNA.
This leads to mRNA cleavage and degradation in the case of perfect complementarity
between miRNA and target mRNA, the usual mechanism carried out in plants (111).
Binding of the miRNA to the target site with partial sequence complementarity leads to
varying degrees of translational repression, which is more common in animals. The socalled „seed region‟ which comprises nucleotides 2 - 8 at the 5' end of the mature miRNA
is especially important in mediating target specificity (135). In animals the miRNA seed
region typically binds the 3' UTR of its target mRNA with perfect complementarity
thereby inhibiting mRNA translation.
Endogenous siRNAs are generated from long double-stranded RNA precursors and also
require Dicer processing, but are independent from cleavage by Drosha (Fig. 5B). Similar
to the miRNA pathway, a short RNA duplex is generated during the canonical RNAi
pathway of which one strand, the guide strand, is loaded into the RNA-induced silencing
complex (RISC) (108). Binding of the siRNA to the mRNA target site with perfect
sequence complementarity leads to endonucleolytic cleavage and degradation of the target
mRNA.
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Fig. 5: Biogenesis of small
ncRNAs.
(A)
Schematic
depiction of the canonical
miRNA processing pathway
leading
to
translational
repression. (B) Schematic
depiction of the siRNA
processing pathway resulting
in mRNA cleavage and
degradation. pri-miRNA =
primary miRNA, pre-miRNA =
precursor miRNA, miRNP =
miRNA
ribonucleoprotein
complex, dsRNA = doublestranded RNA, endo-siRNA =
endogenous siRNA, RISC =
RNA-induced
silencing
complex.

With the exception of piwi-interacting RNAs, which are generated by a different
processing pathway, most of the other small ncRNA species described here merge into the
miRNA pathway. Mirtrons derive from short introns that are spliced to pre-miRNA like
hairpin structures thereby circumventing Drosha processing (136). ShRNAs are derived
from intergenic regions and are directly transcribed as short hairpins, which are further
processed by Dicer, but are independent of Drosha processing (137). MoRNAs generally
derive from sequences adjacent to the mature miRNA and are most likely generated during
processing of the primary miRNA hairpin by Drosha (138). Similarly, some of the
subtypes of tRFs and sdRNAs are processed by Dicer, but their initial processing differs
from the canonical miRNA Drosha processing (139, 140).
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1.2.3 Virus-Encoded Small Non-Coding RNAs
Viruses infecting host cells can utilize the host RNA processing pathways to express their
own small RNAs. The first virus-encoded microRNAs were described in 2004 in EpsteinBarr virus (EBV), a member of the herpesvirus family (141). Currently, about 1300
experimentally validated viral miRNA sequences (including isoforms thereof) encoded by
44 mostly mammalian virus species are documented in the database of viral microRNAs
(VIRmiRNA) (142) (Tab. 2).
Tab. 2: Summary of DNA and RNA viruses that express small ncRNAs.

*Numbers of miRNAs (pre-miRNA) according to the VIRmiRNA database (142).
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Most of the virus-encoded miRNAs stem from various members of the herpesvirus family
(Tab. 2). In fact, most herpesviruses encode clusters of miRNAs, typically more than 10
per genome (143). In contrast, only a few miRNAs are encoded by members of the
polyomavirus and adenovirus group (144, 145) and presumably by the human
papillomaviruses (146) (Tab. 2). In addition, miRNAs have also been described in the
insect virus families of ascoviruses and baculoviruses (147, 148). All these virus families
comprise viruses with DNA genomes that replicate in the nucleus where they have access
to the initial part of the miRNA processing machinery.
Whether RNA viruses express miRNAs had been long controversial due to the negative
effects on fitness that might result by unintended cleavage of the genome or mRNA
transcripts. For the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV1) some virus-encoded miRNAs
have been reported (149), but they are not widely accepted. However, it has been
established that at least four retroviruses generate miRNAs (150-153) (Tab. 2).
Furthermore, some flaviviruses with single-stranded (+) RNA genome have been shown to
encode miRNA-like viral small RNAs (154, 155) (Tab. 2).

1.2.4 Functions of Virus-Encoded Small Non-Coding RNAs
Typically, virus-encoded miRNAs are expressed to support virus propagation by
generating beneficial host cell conditions or to evade the cellular immune response (156).
On the other hand, some of the best-characterized viral miRNA functions include the
regulation of viral gene expression for the establishment of long-term persistence (157).
Interestingly, some viruses, especially tumor-inducing viruses, express homologs that
mimic cellular miRNAs that regulate the same set of cellular target genes (158). However,
for most of the identified virus-encoded miRNAs the exact roles have not yet been defined.

1.2.4.1 HSV1 miRNAs
As a member of the herpesvirus family, herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV1) exhibits a
biphasic life cycle and persists throughout the lifetime of its host after the initial infection.
During HSV1 latency the only abundantly expressed viral transcript represents the latencyassociated transcript (LAT) (159). This non-coding RNA is spliced generating a ~6.3 kb
exon product and a stable intron of ~2.0 kb. The LAT intron is described to maintain the
HSV latent state by inhibiting cellular apoptosis and silencing viral gene expression
through alteration of the heterochromatin structure at the viral promoters (160, 161). The
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exonic product of LAT serves as a precursor for several miRNAs that are likely to
synergistically function in the maintenance of the latent state (159). HSV1 encodes at least
18 well-described miRNAs, most of them expressed during latency (162), but further
miRNAs have been identified, which are expressed in early lytic infection (163). At least
for three miRNAs the molecular function during the herpesvirus life cycle has been
determined: The miR-H2 and miR-H6 repress the major HSV1 transcriptional activators
ICP0 and ICP4, respectively, and thus support the maintenance of the latent state (159),
whereas the miR-H4 has been shown to target the HSV1 pathogenicity factor ICP34.5
(164).

1.2.4.2 Adenovirus miRNAs
Adenovirus (Ad), the other major helper virus of AAV, generates miRNAs processed from
the longer structured virus-associated RNAs, VA RNA I and II. The VA RNAs represent
RNA polymerase III transcribed non-coding RNAs of approximately 160 nt in size, which
can adopt secondary structures that resemble miRNA precursors (165). The VA RNAs are
required to block the cellular interferon-induced antiviral defense mechanism by binding to
protein kinase R (PKR), thereby stimulating viral protein synthesis (166). Furthermore,
they are described to suppress the cellular RNA interference (RNAi) pathway by
interfering with the activity of Dicer (167). The role of the VA RNA derived miRNAs
(mivaRNAs) within the adenovirus life cycle has not been fully defined yet. Several
potential cellular target genes have been identified, some of these which are involved in
cell growth, gene expression and DNA repair (168).

1.2.4.3 Unconventional Virus-Encoded Small Non-Coding RNAs
Although most virus-encoded small regulatory RNAs represent miRNAs, a few other small
RNA species as well as non-canonical miRNA-like structures that contain miRNAs have
been described to be expressed from viral genomes. For instance, HSV1, HSV2 and the
human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) express microRNA-offset RNAs (moRs) that arise from
viral miRNA precursors (162, 169). EBV expresses a viral snoRNA-derived RNA of 24 nt
in size, v-snoRNA1(24pp), that target the viral DNA polymerase for mRNA degradation
(170). The murine gammaherpesvirus 68 (MHV68) encodes small hybrid ncRNAs that
contain tRNA-like fragments and functional miRNAs that are alternatively processed from
the tRNA-like structures by RNaseZ (171).
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1.3 DNA / RNA Sequencing
The conventional method for determining DNA sequences, so-called Sanger sequencing, is
based on the complementary strand synthesis of a DNA template by a DNA polymerase
initiated from a synthetic sequence-specific primer molecule. During DNA synthesis either
natural deoxynucleotides (dNTPs) or dideoxynucleotides (ddNTPs) can be incorporated
into the newly generated strand. However, utilization of a ddNTP leads to strand
termination (172). Since nucleotide incorporation occurs at random, strands of various
lengths are generated during this process. The resulting DNA sequence is determined by
capillary electrophoresis and fluorescence detection that provide four-color plots. This
automated Sanger method is considered as the first generation sequencing technology and
led to remarkable progress in research including the completion of the first human genome
sequence (173). However, this approach has its limits since this conventional method can
only sequence one DNA molecule at a time. For a broader application, this technique is too
time-consuming and expensive.

1.3.1 Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)
In the last decade, new sequencing technologies were developed referred to as next
generation sequencing (NGS). Compared to conventional sequencing methods, these new
sequencing platforms produce an enormous volume of data by massively parallel
sequencing. Currently, multiple NGS platforms exist, such as the Genome Analyzer
(Illumina/Solexa) or the 454-FLX (Roche), all of them having its own specifics, e.g. in
terms of the synthesized read length (174). Due to that a broad range of applications are
available. For instance, ChIP-seq and methyl-seq are utilized to screen for genome-wide
DNA-protein interactions and epigenetic marks within chromatin structures, respectively
(175, 176). Another common application using NGS is the detection of sequence variations
between genomes, which range from single nucleotide variations to larger targeted regions,
such as genomic deletions or insertions (177). In case of human genomes, this can enhance
our understanding in terms of how genetic differences can affect health and genetic
diseases. Furthermore, RNA-Seq can be used to analyze the expression level of entire
transcriptomes, as well as to identify novel transcripts of low abundance and alternative
splice variants (178, 179). The rise of next generation sequencing technologies has largely
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replaced hybridization-based microarray analyses, which are limited in detecting a
comprehensive picture of transcripts expressed from the genome.

1.3.2 Illumina-Based Next Generation Sequencing
In general, NGS technologies rely on a combination of methods comprising library
preparation, sequencing and imaging followed by bioinformatic data analysis, such as
genome alignment and assembly methods. For Illumina-based sequencing various
protocols for template preparation are provided for different applications, such as total
RNA sequencing or small RNA sequencing. After library preparation, which includes the
ligation of specific adapters, the individual nucleic acid molecules are immobilized on a
flow cell of the sequencing device. In the first step, the immobilized templates are clonally
amplified to high density clusters via bridge amplification (Fig. 6A) (174). In that process,
millions of separate template clusters are generated in parallel. The utilization of multichannel flow cells allows the sequencing of multiple independent samples simultaneously.
For the actual sequencing reaction modified nucleotides are used, designated as 3‟-blocked
reversible terminators, each containing a different fluorescent dye to achieve four-color
imaging (180). After initial primer annealing, the first nucleotide is incorporated by a DNA
polymerase (Fig. 6B). The unincorporated nucleotides are washed away and imaging is
performed. The detection of fluorescent signals is executed throughout the entire flow cell
allowing the simultaneous detection of incorporated nucleotides of millions of clusters. A
subsequent cleavage step removes the terminating group, as well as the fluorescent dye.
After an additional washing step the sequencing reaction proceeds with a second round of
added nucleotides, imaging, cleavage and washing. This cycle is repeated for several
rounds. The number of cycles determines the length of the sequence reads. In the end, the
generated sequence reads are aligned to known reference genomes or assembled de novo,
in case of unknown sequenced genomes.
The Illumina NGS platform is especially favorable to produce a massive data volume of
sequence reads with rather short read lengths (50 to 150 nucleotides depending on the
utilized mode).
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Fig. 6: Illumina-based NGS
platform. (A) After template
preparation millions of
clonal
clusters
are
generated
via
bridge
amplification on a flow cell.
(B)
Next
generation
sequencing is achieved by
the stepwise incorporation
of reversible terminators
and four-color imaging.
Figure
adapted
from
Metzker 2010 (174).

1.4 Aim of the Thesis
In recent years, vectors based on adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) have received
significant attention in the field of human gene therapy. Long-term successes for
monogenetic disorders in clinical trials and the approval of the first gene therapy
medication in the western world further enhanced the development of AAV-derived
vectors. Despite the widespread application of AAV vectors, there is an obvious lack of
knowledge regarding the in vivo replication cycle of AAV wild-type. This is of specific
importance since the majority of the human population had contact to wild-type AAVs at
some point of their life and might still be carrier of the virus that could potentially interact
with AAV vectors.
The aim of this thesis was to analyze novel and basic aspects of the AAV transcriptome, in
order to achieve a profound understanding of transcription regulation during AAV latent
and lytic infection. For this purpose an in-depth sequencing approach based on Illumina
RNA next generation sequencing was chosen. To this end, RNA libraries generated from
total RNAs on the one hand and size-selected small RNAs on the other hand were required
that represent different stages of the AAV latent and productive replication cycle,
respectively.
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The total RNA sequencing analysis was conducted to receive a comprehensive picture of
the AAV transcriptome during latent and lytic infection. This approach allowed for the
detection of low expressed transcripts, which may not be detectable with other methods
used in previous studies. Furthermore, AAV splicing can be analyzed which may reveal
alternative splice variants that can lead to novel transcripts and/or proteins. The
combination of Illumina-based total RNA sequencing and small RNA sequencing enables
a variety of further analyses, such as the effect of AAV infection on the host cell
transcriptome.
In particular, one major objective of this thesis was to screen for the presence of small noncoding RNAs encoded by AAV, which have not been described for any of the parvoviruses
yet. Many other DNA viruses have been described to express miRNAs that are involved in
the regulation of the viral life cycle. A striking parallel to AAV is that most of these
viruses exhibit a biphasic life cycle and establish long-term persistence. These arguments
speak in favor for the presence of AAV-encoded small RNAs. In fact, early AAV
transcription studies showed small transcripts that were described as degradation products.
The parallel analysis of adenovirus and herpes simplex virus infected cells, which both
express miRNAs, allowed an internal validation of this approach by the detection of known
small RNAs.
Furthermore, a comparative study of AAV2 and the most distantly related serotype AAV5
on the dependence of HSV1 helper functions during AAV productive replication was
performed to further evaluate the principles of AAV biology.
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2 Publications
2.1 A Comprehensive RNA Sequencing Analysis of the AdenoAssociated Virus (AAV) Type 2 Transcriptome Reveals Novel
AAV Transcripts, Splice Variants, and Derived Proteins
Authors:

Catrin Stutika, Andreas Gogol-Döring, Laura Botschen, Mario Mietzsch,
Stefan Weger, Mirjam Feldkamp, Wei Chen, Regine Heilbronn

Year:

2016

Journal:

Journal of Virology 90 (3): 1278-1289

NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) accession:

PRJNA322856

2.1.1 Contribution to the Publication
The aim of this study was an unbiased and comprehensive analysis of the AAV
transcriptome during latent and lytic infection based on an Illumina in-depth total RNA
genomic sequencing approach.
For this publication I initially produced a highly purified AAV2 virus stock and performed
preliminary AAV expression studies. I further generated high-quality DNase-digested
RNA samples as a prerequisite for Illumina RNA next generation sequencing (NGS). The
preparation of total RNA libraries and the sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq system was
carried out in cooperation with Wei Chen and Mirjam Feldkamp at the Berlin Institute for
Medical Systems Biology at the Max Delbrück Center in Berlin-Buch, Germany. The
bioinformatic analysis of the sequencing raw data was performed by Andreas GogolDöring at the Technische Hochschule Mittelhessen in Gießen, Germany. The resulting
sequencing data were interpreted by me, supported by Andreas Gogol-Döring and my
colleague Mario Mietzsch and led to the concept for further experiments unraveling the
significance of the findings for AAV biology. Detection analyses of the novel splice
variants and expression analyses of potentially generated proteins thereof were performed
by me. Furthermore, I analyzed how the novel splice variants effect AAV replication.
Mario Mietzsch helped by generating the required AAV splice mutant AAV-A1.
Additional AAV splice mutants (AAV-D1 and AAV-D2) generated by Stefan Weger were
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used to complement the analysis of alternative AAV splice variants. I created and compiled
the tables and illustrations with their corresponding descriptions. Laura Botschen added
Fig. 1D, E and F. The manuscript was written by me, Mario Mietzsch and my mentor
Regine Heilbronn.

2.1.2 Article
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1128/JVI.02750-15
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Supplementary Material, in proof
Fig. S1: Analysis of the effect of AAV2
infection on host cell transcription.
(A) Comparison of the expression levels
of 12,526 RefSeq genes in AAV2 infected
versus uninfected cells 27 hpi diagrammed
in read counts. The figure shows only
genes onto which at least 10 reads per data
set were uniquely mapped. Dots near the
red line represent equal gene expression
levels in both data sets. Fold changes of 2
and 5 are marked by solid and dashed
lines, respectively. (B-C) Comparison of
the expression levels of 12,526 RefSeq
genes in (B) AAV2/Ad2 co-infected
versus uninfected cells 27 hpi or (C) Ad2
infected versus uninfected cells 27 hpi,
displayed as in (A).
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2.2 Comprehensive Small RNA-Seq of Adeno-Associated Virus
(AAV)-Infected Human Cells Detects Patterns of Novel, NonCoding AAV RNAs in the Absence of Cellular miRNA
Regulation
Authors:

Catrin Stutika, Mario Mietzsch, Andreas Gogol-Döring, Stefan Weger,
Madlen Sohn, Wei Chen, Regine Heilbronn

Year:

2016

Journal:

PLoS One 11 (9): e0161454

NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) accession:

PRJNA338126

2.2.1 Contribution to the Publication
This study is the first to search and describe the existence and potential function of small
non-coding RNAs encoded by AAV.
For this publication I initially generated a set of high-quality DNase-digested RNA
samples from AAV2 infected cells and control cells, respectively. From these I prepared
multiple sets of small RNA libraries. The small RNA next generation sequencing was
carried out by Wei Chen‟s group, conducted by Madlen Sohn at the Berlin Institute for
Medical Systems Biology at the Max Delbrück Center in Berlin-Buch, Germany. The
bioinformatic analysis of the sequencing raw data was performed by Andreas GogolDöring at the Technische Hochschule Mittelhessen in Gießen, Germany, in the course of
an ongoing collaboration between my mentor Regine Heilbronn and him. The analysis of
the resulting sequencing data including the calculation of read frequencies, alignment of
small RNA reads to the different genomes and the calculation of read length distributions
was performed by me. I further analyzed all AAV small RNA hotspots on Northern blots
and performed co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) of the most promising candidates. I
generated the tables and figures of this study and their corresponding descriptions. Mario
Mietzsch developed the model illustrated in Fig. 7A. Furthermore, Andreas Gogol-Döring
added Table S3 for supplementary material. The initial draft of the manuscript was written
by me and Mario Mietzsch. It was revised and finalized by Regine Heilbronn, Stefan
Weger and myself.
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2.2.2 Article
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0161454
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S1 Table. Oligonucleotide sequences used for Northern blot analysis.
sRNA name Probe sequence 5’ → 3’ (source)
sR-108

5’ GAGTTGGCCACTCCCTCTCTGCGCGCTCGCTCGCTCACT 3‘ (DNA)

sR-108

5’ GAGTTGGCC+ACTCCC+T+CTCT+GCGCG+C+TCGC+TCGC+TCACT 3’ (DNA/LNA)

sR-1862

5’ GAAGCTTCCGCGTCTGACGTCGATGGC 3‘ (DNA)

sR-1862

5‘ GAAGCTTC+C+GCGTC+TGACG+T+CGA+TGGC 3‘ (DNA/LNA)

sR-271

5’ GGGTATTTAAGCCCGAGTGA 3’ (DNA)

hsa-let-7a-1

5’ AACTATACAACCTACTACCTCA 3’ (DNA)

U6-snRNA

5’ CACGAATTTGCGTGTCATCCTT 3’ (DNA)

Underlined is the exact complementary sequence of the corresponding sRNA identified in
the small RNA-Seq analysis.
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S2 Table. Small RNA-Seq - Assignment of the reads to the species from which they
originate (gradually allowing zero, one and two mismatches per read).
Data
set

Total no.
of reads

No. (%)
of reads
≥ 16 nt

No. (%)
of human
a
reads

AAV2

Ad2

HSV1

No. (%) of
unknown
b
reads

Cells
(27 hpi)

19,395,459

17,429,392
(89.9)

16,672,836
(95.7)

22
(<0.1)

621
(<0.1)

10
(<0.1)

755,903
(4.3)

AAV2
(27 hpi)

18,085,432

16,228,519
(89.7)

15,441,982
(95.2)

1,400
(<0.1)

1,703
(<0.1)

14
(<0.1)

783,420
(4.8)

AAV2
+ Ad2
(27 hpi)

21,333,021

18,814,505
(88.2)

13,008,523
(69.1)

328,917
(1.7)

4,663,151
(24.8)

20
(<0.1)

813,894
(4.3)

Ad2
(27 hpi)

24,841,074

24,202,341
(97.4)

14,184,796
(58.6)

29
(<0.1)

9,214,482
(38.1)

23
(<0.1)

803,011
(3.3)

Cells
(8 hpi)

21,851,591

20,985,998
(96.0)

19,964,098
(95.1)

24
(<0.1)

544
(<0.1)

18
(<0.1)

1,021,314
(4.9)

AAV2
(8 hpi)

20,375,107

20,022,269
(98.3)

18,992,333
(94.9)

176
(<0.1)

791
(<0.1)

16
(<0.1)

1,028,953
(5.1)

AAV2
+ HSV1
(8 hpi)

23,031,470

20,904,023
(90.8)

19,108,356
(91.4)

158,561
(0.8)

7,867
(<0.1)

127,303
(0.6)

1,501,936
(7.2)

HSV1
(8 hpi)

22,391,766

20,895,686
(93.3)

19,600,347
(93.8)

15
(<0.1)

616
(<0.1)

145,417
(0.7)

1,149,291
(5.5)

a

No. (%) of small reads assigned to:

Included are reads mapped to the human genome, transcriptome and miRNAs.

b

Included are reads ≥ 16 nt that were unmappable during sequence mapping allowing two

mismatches.
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S3 Table. Top 100 AAV2-specific small RNA candidates detected by small RNA-Seq
analysis in the presence of the helper viruses Ad2 and HSV1, respectively.
small RNA

alternative
locations

sR-271-

AAV2/Ad
read
counts

AAV2/HSV
read
counts

AAV2/Ad
median
length

AAV2/HSV
median
length

sequence

12.737

21

20

19 TCACTCGGGCTTAAATACCC

12.004

6

21

21 CAGAGAGGGAGTGGCCAACTC

5.305

15

20

19 CTCACTCGGGCTTAAATACC

4.600

91

22

22 ACCCCTAGTGATGGAGTTGGCC

sR-1862+

3.780

860

19

19 GCCATCGACGTCAGACGCG

sR-241-

4.323

6

20

21 CATGGTGTCGCAAAATGTCGC

sR-244-

3.926

13

20

20 CCACATGGTGTCGCAAAATG

sR-270-

3.900

23

21

649

3.169

28

sR-262-

3.709

0

20

17 CACTCGGGCTTAAATACCCAG
TCGTGGACTGGAGCTACCAAGTACCAC
28
C
CTTAAATACCCAGCGTGACC

sR-274-

3.467

3

22

22 TGCTCACTCGGGCTTAAATACC

3.170

38

22

22 TTGGCCACTCCCTCTCTGCGCG

sR-245-

2.859

1

21

21 ACCACATGGTGTCGCAAAATG

sR-1865+

2.271

558

22

24 ATCGACGTCAGACGCGGAAGCTTC

sR-3704+

949

1.879

25

26 CGTGGACTGGAGCTACCAAGTACCAC

2.667

15

21

25 GTTGGCCACTCCCTCTCTGCGCGCT

2.619

6

18

17 ACTCGGGCTTAAATACCC

2.388

150

18

18 TTTGAACGCGCAGCCGCC

2.488

11

22

22 AGTGAGCGAGCGAGCGCGCAGA

2.374

107

21

21 CCCCTAGTGATGGAGTTGGCC

2.426

21

21

22 CGCTCGCTCGCTCACTGAGGCC

268

1.924

25

26 TTCACTCACGGACAGAAAGACTGTTT

2.172

2

21

21 CGCGCAGAGAGGGAGTGGCCA

357

1.712

23

23 TCGACGTCAGACGCGGAAGCTTC

sR-333+

2.037

18

22

21 TACGAGATTGTGATTAAGGTCC

sR-244+

2.007

0

21

sR-330+

1.792

15

22

999

737

34

1.542

26

17

27 TTTTACGAGATTGTGATTAAGGTCCCC
AGTTGCGCAGCCATCGACGTCAGACGC
34
GGAAGCT
17 TAATTCACGTCACGACT

623

945

21

21 TGTGGACTTTACTGTGGACAC

1.565

0

22

528

1.005

25

28 TTGGCTCGAGGACACTCTCTCTGAAGGA

1.438

91

22

29 TTGAAGCGGGAGGTTTGAACGCGCAGC

sR-108+

sR-4572-

sR-272sR-141-

sR-4539+

sR-3703+

sR-1+

sR-126-

sR-125sR-4555+
sR-4679-

sR-4554+

sR-269sR-303+
sR-36sR-140sR-105-

sR-90+
sR-4590sR-4644+
sR-4540+
sR-105sR-4575+
sR-4659-

sR-2001+
sR-104+

sR-104+
sR-4576sR-4658+

sR-1866+

sR-1853+
sR-172sR-4329+
sR-106+
sR-2229+
sR-290+

sR-106+
sR-4574sR-4660+

GTCACGCTGGGTATTTAAGCC

CGCAGAGAGGGAGTGGCCAACT
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CG

sR-302+

1.449

63

18

19 GTTTGAACGCGCAGCCGCC

sR-139-

sR-4541+

1.404

104

20

20 CCCTAGTGATGGAGTTGGCC

sR-109+

sR-4571sR-109sR-4571+
sR-4663-

1.494

0

20

AGAGAGGGAGTGGCCAACTC

1.460

10

22

22 TGCGCGCTCGCTCGCTCACTGA

sR-2000+

175

1.275

27

27 CTTCACTCACGGACAGAAAGACTGTTT

sR-2354+

500

921

25

25 AGTACCTCGGACCCTTCAACGGACT

1.342

59

18

19 CCTAGTGATGGAGTTGGCC

649

728

21

26 CAGCCATCGACGTCAGACGCGGAAGC

1.328

4

22

22 ACCCTGCGTGCTCACTCGGGCT

501

830

17

17 TTTGGTCAGACTGGAGA

1.295

10

20

20 ACGTAATTCACGTCACGACT

sR-1869+

480

775

18

18 ACGTCAGACGCGGAAGCT

sR-1861+

539

685

22

24 AGCCATCGACGTCAGACGCGGAAG

sR-173-

1.206

14

19

19 GTAATTCACGTCACGACTC

sR-242-

1.210

10

20

16 ACATGGTGTCGCAAAATGTC

352

863

19

24 CCATCGACGTCAGACGCGGAAGCT

1.199

13

22

22 AGCGAGCGCGCAGAGAGGGAGT

296

901

21

21 AGGAACTGGCTTCCTGGACCC

1.188

5

22

19 TTAAATACCCAGCGTGACCACA

1.096

87

19

19 CTCGCTCGCTCACTGAGGC

sR-2228+

175

944

30

31

sR-4385+

280

749

23

ATTGGCTCGAGGACACTCTCTCTGAAGG
AAT
23 CCAGATACCTGACTCGTAATCTG

sR-1867+

727

300

21

22 CGACGTCAGACGCGGAAGCTTC

sR-109-

sR-138-

sR-4542+

sR-1860+
sR-282sR-2719+
sR-175-

sR-1863+
sR-28-

sR-98+
sR-4582sR-4652+

sR-3625+
sR-261sR-103-

sR-103sR-4577+
sR-4657-

sR-155+

1.006

1

21

21 GAGTCGTGACGTGAATTACGT

sR-374+

798

200

22

22 TCTGCCCGGCATTTCTGACAGC

sR-1474+

121

861

16

17 AGGTCGTGGAGTCGGCC

sR-2579+

160

817

27

27 TTGAACCTCTGGGCCTGGTTGAGGAAC

sR-3611+

260

707

24

22 TTCGGGACCAGTCTAGGAACTGGC

sR-1871+

760

204

18

18 GTCAGACGCGGAAGCTTC

sR-2234+

161

800

23

sR-874+

652

301

20

sR-2629+

286

657

23

911

20

32

sR-1859+

610

306

21

23 TCGAGGACACTCTCTCTGAAGGA
GTAAACGGTTGGTGGCGCAGCATCTGA
29
CG
23 AAGAGGCCGGTAGAGCACTCTCC
GGGCGACCAAAGGTCGCCCGACGCCC
32
GGGCTT
26 GCAGCCATCGACGTCAGACGCGGAAG

sR-167-

879

34

21

22 CACGTCACGACTCCACCCCTCC

sR-2235+

334

540

22

21 CGAGGACACTCTCTCTGAAGGA

818

47

22

23 AACCCCTAGTGATGGAGTTGGCC

249

616

26

26 ACAACGGGAGTCAGGCAGTAGGACGC

sR-43+

sR-142sR-3344+

sR-4597+

sR-4538+
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197

636

18

18 CGGAGCAGTATGGTTCTG

784

44

21

18 TGAACGCGCAGCCGCCATGCC

809

14

22

22 TGAGCGAGCGAGCGCGCAGAGA

783

37

21

19 CGAGCGCGCAGAGAGGGAGTG

754

62

21

17 TAGTGATGGAGTTGGCCACTC

sR-268-

800

12

17

26 CTCGGGCTTAAATACCCAGCGTGACC

sR-169-

779

32

21

22 TTCACGTCACGACTCCACCCCT

sR-199-

792

15

21

21 ATACAGGACCTCCCTAACCCT

788

6

21

22 TCAGAATCTGGCGGCAACTCCC

765

28

23

29

TGGCCACTCCCTCTCTGCGCGCTCGCT
CG

213

567

28

28

CACGAAAAAGTTCGGCAAGAGGAACAC
C

759

20

22

24 CGGCCTCAGTGAGCGAGCGAGCGC

sR-3119+

141

635

21

21 TCCGACCCAAGAGACTCAACT

sR-211-

769

6

21

20 ACGTGACCTCTAATACAGGAC

sR-2991+

246

527

18

18 ATCAGGAGCCTCGAACGA

702

71

18

18 GGGCAAAGCCCGGGCGTC

sR-174-

751

18

19

24 CGTAATTCACGTCACGACTCCACC

sR-335+

726

42

22

22 CGAGATTGTGATTAAGGTCCCC

sR-4534+

758

2

22

22 AAGGAACCCCTAGTGATGGAGT

sR-170-

735

11

21

sR-287+

615

128

31

25 ATTCACGTCACGACTCCACCCCTCC
ATTTTGAAGCGGGAGGTTTGAACGCGCA
32
GCCG

693

26

21

23 CGCGCTCGCTCGCTCACTGAGGC

sR-196-

618

96

18

18 CAGGACCTCCCTAACCCT

sR-212-

698

14

21

18 CACGTGACCTCTAATACAGGA

666

44

18

sR-331+

702

6

22

sR-240-

697

0

21

18 CTAGTGATGGAGTTGGCC
TTTACGAGATTGTGATTAAGGTCCCCAG
29
C
ATGGTGTCGCAAAATGTCGCA

sR-4363+

165

522

27

26 TCAGAGCCTCGCCCCATTGGCACCAGA

sR-4328+

305

361

22

22 ATGTGGACTTTACTGTGGACAC

sR-445sR-124-

sR-124sR-4556+
sR-4678-

sR-1280+
sR-43-

sR-4633-

sR-107-

sR-137-

sR-83+
sR-4597sR-4637+

sR-4633-

sR-107sR-4573+
sR-4661-

sR-4543+
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2.3 A Regulatory Element Near the 3’ End of the Adeno-Associated
Virus rep Gene Inhibits Adenovirus Replication in cis by
Means of p40 Promoter-Associated Short Transcripts
Authors:

Stefan Weger, Eva-Maria Hammer, Melanie Gonsior, Catrin Stutika,
Regine Heilbronn

Year:

2016

Journal:

Journal of Virology 90 (8): 3981-3993

2.3.1 Contribution to the Publication
This study was conducted to further evaluate the long known inhibitory effect of AAV on
the replication of helper adenovirus. Based on a preceding study by Weger et al. (181), in
which a cis inhibitory sequence in the 3‟ part of the rep gene was shown to be involved in
this effect, mutational studies were performed to analyze the contribution of individual
sequence elements located at the 3‟ end of rep. This study is of specific interest for AAV
vector production systems based on recombinant adenovirus/AAV hybrid vectors for the
generation of rAAVs.
For this publication my contribution was to help evaluate the transcriptional profile of the
AAV rep-expressing adenovirus. My small RNA-Seq data showed a unique hotspot of
small AAV-specific transcripts located exactly in the genomic region of interest. By
further analyzing the hotspot in silico, size and read length distributions showed features of
small promoter-associated RNAs rather than bona-fide miRNAs. By Ago2 coimmunoprecipitation I further confirmed that these small transcripts do indeed not
represent canonical miRNAs.

2.3.2 Article
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1128/JVI.03120-15
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2.4 Definition of Herpes Simplex Virus Helper Functions for the
Replication of Adeno-Associated Virus Type 5
Authors:

Catrin Stutika, Daniela Hüser, Stefan Weger, Natalja Rutz, Melanie
Heßler, Regine Heilbronn

Year:

2015

Journal:

Journal of General Virology 96 (Pt4): 840-850

2.4.1 Contribution to the Publication
The aim of this study was to define the individual HSV1 helper genes required for
productive replication of the distantly related serotype AAV5.
The initial experimental design for this publication was developed by my mentor Regine
Heilbronn. All experiments were performed by me with assistance by a technician,
Melanie Heßler, whom I supervised during this study. I analyzed and evaluated the
resulting data. All illustrations and their descriptions, with the exception of Fig. 4A were
generated by me. The co-localization of AAV5 Rep and HSV1 ICP8 displayed in Fig. 4A
was performed and analyzed by Natalja Rutz and Stefan Weger. The manuscript was
written by my mentor Regine Heilbronn and me. Furthermore, I presented the data ahead
of publication on the XV. International Parvovirus Workshop in 2014.

2.4.2 Article
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1099/vir.0.000034
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Abstract
Adeno-associated virus (AAV) type 5 represents the genetically most distant AAV
serotype and the only isolated directly from human tissue. Seroepidemiological evidence
suggests HSV as helper virus for human AAV5 infections underlining the in vivo relevance
of the AAV-herpesvirus relationship. In this study we analyzed for the first time herpes
simplex virus (HSV) helper functions for productive AAV5 replication and compared
these to AAV2. Using a combination of HSV strains and plasmids for individual genes, the
previously defined HSV helper functions for AAV2 replication were shown to induce
AAV5 gene expression, DNA replication and production of infectious progeny. The helper
functions comprise the replication genes for ICP8 (UL29), helicase-primase (UL5/8/52),
and DNA polymerase (UL30/42). HSV immediate-early genes for ICP0 and ICP4 further
enhanced AAV5 replication, mainly by induction of rep gene expression. In the presence
of HSV helper functions AAV5 Rep colocalized with ICP8 in nuclear replication
compartments and HSV alkaline exonuclease (UL12) enhanced AAV5 replication, similar
to AAV2. UL12 in combination with ICP8 was shown to induce DNA strand exchange on
partially double- stranded templates to resolve and repair concatemeric HSV replication
intermediates. Similarly, concatemeric AAV replication intermediates appeared to be
processed to yield AAV unit-length molecules, ready for AAV packaging. Taken together,
our findings show that productive AAV5 replication is promoted by the same combination
of HSV helper functions as AAV2.
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Introduction
Adeno-associated virus type 5 (AAV5) represents the genetically most distant member of
the AAV family with AAV2 being considered as prototype strain. In contrast to the AAV
serotypes 1 to 4 isolated as contaminants of human or simian adenovirus stocks (Atchison
et al., 1965; Hoggan et al., 1966; Parks et al., 1967), AAV5 was directly isolated from
human tissue (Bantel-Schaal & zur Hausen, 1984). Although it was obvious from the
beginning that AAV5 infection was prevalent in the human population (Georg-Fries et al.,
1984; Samulski et al., 1982) research focused on AAV2, the first AAV strain to be cloned
and sequenced (Samulski et al., 1982; Srivastava et al., 1983) as prerequisites for further
molecular analysis and the development of AAV2-based gene therapy vectors.
The AAVs are small replication-deficient, and apathogenic viruses that require coinfection
with an unrelated helper virus for productive infection. Besides adenovirus (Ad) all
herpesvirus genera tested so far, including HSV, CMV, and HHV6 were shown to support
productive AAV2 replication (Blacklow et al., 1967; Buller et al., 1981; Georg-Fries et al.,
1984; McPherson et al., 1985; Thomson et al., 1994). In the absence of a helper virus
AAV2 was shown to establish latency. Both, chromosomal integration and episomal
modes of persistence have been described (Hüser et al., 2014; Hüser et al., 2010; Schnepp
et al., 2005).
AAV5 has a 4.7 kb ssDNA genome that comprises two open reading frames, one coding
for the capsid proteins (cap) and another (rep) coding for a family of non-structural
regulatory proteins (Chiorini et al., 1999b). Whereas AAV2 expresses Rep78, Rep52 and
C-terminally spliced versions thereof, called Rep68 and Rep40, AAV5 only transcribes
unspliced mRNAs leading to Rep78 and Rep52 (Qiu et al., 2002). In addition, a Rep40like protein generated by alternative translation initiation was recently identified (Farris &
Pintel, 2010; Fasina & Pintel, 2013). In analogy to AAV2, AAV5 Rep78 is assumed to
regulate AAV gene expression and DNA replication. AAV5 Rep was shown to bind to the
AAV5 inverted terminal repeats (ITR) that flank the genome and serve as origins of AAV5
DNA replication. Whereas the ITRs of most AAV serotypes are relatively conserved and
in part interchangeable, the AAV5-ITR is more divergent and genetically unstable
(Chiorini et al., 1999a; Chiorini et al., 1999b). This has long hampered the cloning of a
fully infectious wild- type AAV5 genome as a prerequisite for further analysis (Chiorini et
al., 1999b). On the other hand, Rep78 derived from AAV5 was the first Rep protein to be
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crystallized together with its cognate ITR visualizing Rep-binding to the conserved Repbinding site (RBS) within the AAV5-ITR (Hickman et al., 2002; Hickman et al., 2004). A
conformational change of the ITR upon binding of Rep leads to nicking of the adjacent
terminal resolution site (trs) required for processive AAV DNA replication (Chiorini et al.,
1999a).
In cell culture AAV5 can be propagated by coinfection with either adenovirus or HSV. In
contrast to what was assumed from AAV1-4, seroepidemiology for AAV5 showed a
parallel increase of HSV and AAV5 antibody titers from early childhood until adulthood
suggestive of HSV as a preferred in vivo helper virus (Georg-Fries et al., 1984). HSV
functions involved in AAV5 replication have not yet been analyzed. For productive AAV2
replication the responsible HSV functions consist of a subset of six HSV replication genes
comprising those for the HSV DNA-binding protein, also called ICP8 (UL29), the threecomponent helicase- primase complex (HP) encoded by UL5, UL8 and UL52 and the twocomponent HSV DNA polymerase (UL30/UL42). The minimal HSV four protein complex
consisting of ICP8 and HP (UL5/8/52/29) leads to low-level, productive AAV2 replication
(Weindler & Heilbronn, 1991). In vivo, AAV2 Rep colocalizes to ICP8 in a ssDNAdependent manner for which complex formation with UL5/8/52 is required (Alex et al.,
2012; Heilbronn et al., 2003; Slanina et al., 2006). The HSV immediate-early gene for
ICP0 was shown to transactivate rep gene expression from an integrated AAV2 genome
(Geoffroy et al., 2004) and together with the HSV immediate-early functions ICP4 and
ICP22 further enhances AAV replication in the presence of the six identified HSV
replication genes (Alazard-Dany et al., 2009; Nicolas et al., 2010). More recently, HSV
alkaline exonuclease encoded by UL12 was shown to add to AAV replication, likely by
helping to resolve concatemeric AAV replication intermediates (Nicolas et al., 2010).
Specific HSV mutants defective in these genes (Alazard-Dany et al., 2009; Nicolas et al.,
2010; Slanina et al., 2006; Weindler & Heilbronn, 1991) corroborated the transfection
data. The HSV ori-binding protein (UL9) is dispensable (Weindler & Heilbronn, 1991).
This is not surprising since AAV Rep serves as ori-binding protein attracting HSV-ICP8 to
the AAV-ITR, comparable to the action of UL9 on the HSV ori (Alex et al., 2012;
Heilbronn et al., 2003). Upon infection with HSVΔUL9 HSV DNA replication was
blocked whereas AAVwt replication was undiminished (Alazard-Dany et al., 2009;
Weindler & Heilbronn, 1991). These findings clearly document that all HSV helper
functions required for AAV2 replication are expressed before HSV DNA replication.
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In this study we tested the HSV helper functions previously identified for AAV2 for their
role in AAV5 replication. By a combination of infection and transfection experiments we
analyzed AAV5 gene expression, DNA replication and production of infectious AAV5
particles. The dependence of AAV5 replication on various combinations of transfected
HSV functions were analyzed and compared side by side to the results of HSV-induced
AAV2 replication.
Results
Comparison of AAV5 and -2 replication with Ad-2 or HSV-1 as helper virus
Initial experiments were performed to compare AAV5 replication in HeLa cells upon
coinfection with Ad-5, Ad-2, or HSV-1. All helper virus strains led to very comparable
levels of rep and cap gene expression, AAV DNA replication and AAV particle production
(data not shown). In time course experiments AAV2, as well as AAV5 DNA replication
with either helper virus reached a plateau at 24 hours that remained stable until 48 hours
post infection (h.p.i.). To evaluate AAV5 replication upon plasmid transfection, pAAV5,
containing the AAV5 wild-type genome, was transfected into HeLa cells, which were
subsequently infected with HSV-1 (MOI = 5) or Ad-2 (MOI = 5), respectively. At 48 h.p.i.
cells were harvested for parallel analysis of AAV rep and cap gene expression, AAV DNA
replication, and AAV virus production. As shown in Fig. 1A, AAV5 Rep78, Rep52, and a
Rep40-like protein are induced with either HSV-1 or Ad-2 infection. The Rep expression
profile is indistinguishable from the one described for AAV5 induced by Ad-5 helper
genes (Nayak & Pintel, 2007). Expression of VP proteins is slightly higher in the presence
of HSV-1 (Fig. 1A). A parallel experiment was conducted transfecting an AAV2 wild-type
plasmid (pAAV2), leading to the AAV2 typical expression pattern for Rep and VP proteins
(Fig. 1B). AAV DNA replication was analyzed on Southern blots, where the AAV
replication forms (RF) indicative of AAV DNA replication are visible throughout. RF1
represent 4.7 kb double-stranded AAV monomers, and RF2, 9.4 kb double-stranded AAV
dimers (Fig. 1C). Production of AAV5 virus particles was quantified by qPCR as genomic
particles (gp/ml) determined in cell extracts, as outlined in the methods. High titers of
AAV5 were produced with either helper virus (Fig. 1D).
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HSV helper functions for AAV5 replication are expressed before HSV DNA replication
To identify the HSV functions responsible for AAV5 replication, pAAV5-transfected cells
were infected with HSVΔUL9, a replication-deficient host range mutant for the HSV oribinding protein (Malik et al., 1992) previously shown to support AAV2 replication
similarly well as wild-type HSV-1 (Weindler & Heilbronn, 1991). In the time course
experiments displayed in Fig. 2, the AAV5 Rep and VP protein profiles are identical in
cells infected with HSV-1, or HSVΔUL9, respectively. HSV UL5 helicase, expressed as
“early” protein, shows stable expression levels for either HSV strain, whereas UL9 is only
expressed in HSV-1 infected cells. As expected, UL9 is not expressed in cells infected with
HSVΔUL9 (Fig. 2B, D). Similar results were achieved in a parallel experiment with
pAAV2 (Fig. 2C, D). AAV virus production was analyzed by qPCR in benzonase-treated
freeze-thaw cell extracts, as outlined in the methods. AAV5 titers up to 5x1010 gp/ml were
reached at 48 h.p.i. with HSV-1, or HSVΔUL9 as helper virus. AAV2 reach higher titers
up to 8x1011 gp/ml (Fig. 2E). In summary, the HSV functions required for AAV5
replication are fully expressed before and in the absence of HSV DNA replication, as
shown previously for AAV2 (Weindler & Heilbronn, 1991).
HSV immediate-early genes induce AAV5 rep gene expression
The results shown so far suggested that the previously identified set of HSV helper genes
described for AAV2 replication are similarly involved in productive AAV5 replication.
The set of HSV helper genes consists of the immediate-early (IE) genes for ICP0 and
ICP4, which transactivate the six identified “early” HSV replication genes (UL5, -8, 29, 30, -42, -52). Together these are required for productive AAV2 replication (Weindler &
Heilbronn, 1991). Subsequently, ICP0 was shown to induce rep gene expression from
chromosomally integrated AAV2 genomes (Alazard-Dany et al., 2009; Geoffroy et al.,
2004). ICP4 alone did not induce Rep but enhanced its expression induced by ICP0 in the
absence of detectable AAV DNA replication (Alazard-Dany et al., 2009). Here, the impact
of HSV-IE genes on AAV5 gene expression was analyzed, as displayed in Fig. 2F. The
combination of ICP0 and ICP4 led to the highest Rep protein levels in the absence of VP
proteins. Marginal VP3 levels were detected upon overexposure of the blot (data not
shown). ICP22 did not further enhance AAV5 expression (Fig. 2F). Therefore, the
combination of ICP0 with ICP4 was selected for the subsequent analysis of HSV helper
functions for AAV5 replication.
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Identification of HSV replication genes as helper functions for AAV5 replication
The finding of undiminished productive AAV5 replication in the presence of HSVΔUL9
was reminiscent of our previous study identifying the HSV helicase-primase complex
(UL5/UL8/UL52) and the single-strand DNA-binding protein ICP8 (UL29) as minimal
helper functions for AAV2 and the two-component HSV DNA polymerase (UL30/UL42)
further enhancing AAV2 replication (Weindler & Heilbronn, 1991). Recently, the HSV-1
alkaline exonuclease (UL12) was identified as additional enhancing factor when combined
with the identified set of HSV-IE-, and DNA replication genes (Nicolas et al., 2010). To
test the assumption that these genes are also involved in AAV5 replication induced by
HSV, various combinations thereof were co-transfected with pAAV5 and analyzed for
expression of rep and cap, for AAV5 DNA replication and the production of infectious
AAV5 particles (Fig. 3). Rep expression levels are highest with the combination of ICP0,
ICP4 and the six HSV replication genes for ICP8 (UL29), helicase-primase (UL5/8/52)
and DNA polymerase (UL30/UL42) (Fig. 3A, upper panel). This set of genes also led to
the highest levels of VP proteins (Fig. 3A, lower panel). Expression of HSV exonuclease
(UL12) did not further enhance AAV5 expression levels. The identical experimental set-up
performed with AAV2 led to comparable results (Fig. 3B). The data suggest that VP
expression is most pronounced when HSV-IE genes are combined with HSV replication
genes that lead to AAV template amplification as outlined below (Fig. 3C and D).
DNA replication of AAV5, or AAV2 was analyzed on Southern blots of size-separated,
genomic DNAs from Hirt extracts digested with DpnI to degrade input plasmid DNA.
Upon infection with HSV, the typical RF1 and RF2 bands are visible for AAV2 and for
AAV5 (Fig. 1C; Fig. 3C and D lane 10). Upon cotransfection of HSV helper genes AAV2
replication is apparent as described before (Alazard-Dany et al., 2009; Weindler &
Heilbronn, 1991) whereas AAV5 DNA replication is barely detectable (Fig. 3C). Upon
cotransfection of UL12, RF1 and RF2 become clearly visible (Fig. 3C lane 7). The
specificity of the UL12 effect is underlined by the disappearance of RF bands upon
addition of an exonuclease-deficient version of UL12 (Fig. 3C lane 8), as initially
described for AAV2 (Nicolas et al., 2010). In summary, AAV5 DNA replication increases
with increasing numbers of HSV helper genes, which is consistent with a parallel increase
of VP protein levels.
Production of infectious AAV particles was analyzed in second round infection with
cleared supernatants of freeze-thaw extracts. Since AAV titers were initially higher with
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AAV2 (Fig. 2E), the AAV2 extracts were prediluted as outlined in the methods. AAV
titers were quantified in triplicate cultures of Ad-2-infected HeLa cells as gp/ml by qPCR
as outlined in the methods. All combinations of HSV helper functions led to production of
infectious AAV and titers increased with increasing numbers of HSV helper genes (Fig. 3E
and F). In summary, HSV helper functions for AAV5 replication are identical to the ones
described before for AAV2 (Alazard-Dany et al., 2009; Nicolas et al., 2010; Weindler &
Heilbronn, 1991). The highest AAV5 replication rates are achieved by the combined
expression of the HSV-IE genes, ICP0 and ICP4, six HSV replication genes,
UL5/8/29/30/42/52, and HSV alkaline exonuclease UL12.
Nuclear colocalization of AAV5 Rep and HSV ICP8
We have shown before that Rep of AAV2 colocalizes to HSV ICP8 in nuclear replication
compartments in an AAV-ssDNA-dependent manner (Alex et al., 2012; Heilbronn et al.,
2003; Slanina et al., 2006). ICP8 and the helicase-primase complex (UL5/8/52) are
required to initiate the formation of the replication compartments that further mature when
the two- component HSV polymerase (UL30/42) is coexpressed (Wilkinson & Weller,
2004). Here we studied colocalization of AAV5 Rep (tagged with HA at the carboxy
terminus) with HSV ICP8 in the presence of different combinations of HSV helper
functions. Although colocalization of AAV5 Rep with ICP8 was not as pronounced as
previously described for AAV2 (Alex et al., 2012; Heilbronn et al., 2003; Slanina et al.,
2006) it was clearly apparent when UL30/42 and ICP0/4 were added (Fig. 4A). Thus,
AAV5 Rep can be recruited by HSV to nuclear replication compartments similar to Rep of
AAV2 (Alex et al., 2012; Heilbronn et al., 2003; Slanina et al., 2006). The relatively
reduced frequency of colocalization may reflect less efficient AAV5 plasmid rescue and/or
AAV replication as described above (Fig. 2).
Discussion
In this study the HSV helper functions for productive AAV5 replication were identified to
consist of the HSV-IE genes for ICP0 and ICP4, and the HSV replication functions for
ssDNA-binding protein ICP8 (UL29), the helicase-primase complex (UL5/8/52), the twosubunit DNA polymerase (UL30/42). In addition, alkaline exonuclease (UL12) adds to
AAV5 replication. The results are corroborated by side-by-side analysis with AAV2,
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confirming the findings described previously (Alazard-Dany et al., 2009; Nicolas et al.,
2010; Weindler & Heilbronn, 1991).
Comparison of HSV and Ad helper functions for AAV5
The major viral helpers for productive AAV2 replication, adenovirus and HSV, were also
the most intensely studied in the past. For AAV2 replication five Ad-5 functions, namely
E1A, E1B, E2A, E4Orf6, and VA RNA were identified to support DNA replication and
production of progeny virus (Muzyczka & Berns, 2001). These induce AAV2 replication
by a combination of effects on AAV transcription, translation, induction of DNA secondstrand synthesis and diverse modulatory effects on host cell proteins. AAV5 displays a
divergent transcription profile, only unspliced mRNAs are transcribed for expression of
Rep78 and Rep52 (Qiu et al., 2002). An additional Rep40-like protein is initiated
downstream of Rep52 from the same mRNA (Farris & Pintel, 2010; Fasina & Pintel,
2013). In spite of these variations the same combinations of Ad-5 genes that replicate
AAV2 were identified to replicate AAV5 (Nayak & Pintel, 2007). In view of the similarity
of the HSV- with the Ad- induced AAV5 expression profile described here, it was not
surprising to find that the same HSV helper functions identified for AAV2 were active
with AAV5 as well. Other than adenovirus, HSV exerts its helper effects, by a combination
of transcriptional activation, DNA replication and genome maturation for both AAV2 and
AAV5 (Fig. 4B).
Mechanisms of AAV induction by HSV immediate-early genes
The major HSV immediate-early proteins ICP0 and ICP4 serve as transcriptional activators
and are constituents of HSV replication compartments in the nucleus. Their role as
transactivators of silent HSV “early” replication genes is needed in the context of HSV
infection (Slanina et al., 2006; Weindler & Heilbronn, 1991). In the absence of a helper
virus, AAV2 gene expression is repressed by Rep78/68, which binds to AAV2 promoters
(Beaton et al., 1989; Kyöstiö et al., 1994). ICP0 was shown to induce Rep in a cell line
harboring latent AAV2 (Geoffroy et al., 2004). It is long established that Rep78/68 is
required but not sufficient for AAV replication. Ad E1A, a potent transcriptional activator
relieves the repression and strongly stimulates rep gene expression (Chang et al., 1989).
HSV ICP0 appears to exert a comparable effect when inducing rep from an integrated
silent AAV2 genome (Geoffroy et al., 2004) or from transfected plasmids for wild-type
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AAV2 or AAV5, as shown here. Similar to E1A, ICP0 does not bind to DNA directly but
exerts its transcriptional effects indirectly. HSV mutants with specific amino acid
exchanges in ICP0 showed that ICP0 exploits the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway,
presumably to degrade factors that repress the AAV2 p5 promoter. Neither the localization
of ICP0 to nuclear ND10 domains, nor their destruction was required for rep gene
expression (Geoffroy et al., 2004). HSV ICP4, the major HSV-IE transcriptional activator
had hardly an effect on Rep induction but enhanced the stimulatory effect of ICP0
(Alazard-Dany et al., 2009). The additive effect of ICP0 and ICP4 on Rep of AAV5 shown
here, is consistent with previous findings for AAV2 (Alazard-Dany et al., 2009).
AAV ITR-dependent initiation of DNA replication by HSV replication functions
For the initial identification of HSV helper functions for AAV replication, HSV “early”
replication genes were expressed from constitutive heterologous promoters to make them
independent of transactivation by HSV-IE genes. This led to the identification of the
minimal set of four helper genes for AAV replication, encoding ICP8 and the helicaseprimase complex. These were sufficient for low-level AAV2 production including rep
gene expression (Alex et al., 2012; Slanina et al., 2006; Weindler & Heilbronn, 1991).
Here we show that ICP8 and helicase-primase also constitute the minimal helper genes for
AAV5 replication, although the efficiency is very low. Addition of ICP0/4 stimulates Rep
and VP levels and boosts AAV production. In the absence of HSV DNA polymerase a
cellular polymerase is assumed to induce AAV5 DNA replication. Leading-strand DNA
pol∂ was shown to replicate AAV2 in vitro (Nash et al., 2008) and to colocalize in vivo
with Rep in nuclear HSV/AAV replication compartments (Nicolas et al., 2010). The full
replication complex is assembled when the two-component HSV DNA polymerase joins in
(Fig. 4B). AAV5 DNA replication and particle production are enhanced by more than 10fold, as shown for AAV2 replication before (Alazard-Dany et al., 2009; Weindler &
Heilbronn, 1991).
AAV DNA replication is initiated by binding of Rep78/68 to the RBS of the ITR.
Although the primary DNA sequences are divergent, both AAV2 and AAV5 display
comparable hairpin-structured ITRs and the RBS sequences are conserved (Chiorini et al.,
1999a; Chiorini et al., 1999b; Hickman et al., 2004). AAV2- and AAV5-Rep78 display
DNA- binding, ATPase, helicase and endonuclease activities (Chiorini et al., 1999a;
Maggin et al., 2012) required for the initiation of AAV DNA replication. Co101
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crystallization of the endonuclease domain of AAV5 Rep with the AAV5-ITR identified
conserved amino acids that contact the RBS and the adjacent trs on the opposite DNA
strand (Hickman et al., 2004). Although the sequence of the trs cleavage site differs
between AAV2 and AAV5 the mechanisms appear to be similar and nicking is required for
ongoing AAV DNA replication (Chiorini et al., 1999a).
HSV-induced AAV2 DNA replication is initiated by AAV ssDNA-dependent ternary
complex formation of Rep78 and ICP8 on the hairpin-structured AAV ITR as shown in
vitro. In vivo, Rep78 was shown to colocalize to ICP8 in nuclear replication compartments
in an AAV ssDNA-dependent manner (Alex et al., 2012; Heilbronn et al., 2003). Ternary
complex formation of Rep and ICP8 on the AAV-ITR is reminiscent of HSV ori-binding
by the HSV ori-binding protein, UL9 that first recruits ICP8 to cover and stabilize ssDNA
regions of the unwinding HSV ori (Weller & Coen, 2012). The growing replication fork
then recruits the helicase-primase (HP) complex, as shown in vitro (Biswas & Weller,
2001; Chen et al., 2011; Weller & Coen, 2012). In vivo, ICP8 and HP initiate the formation
of nuclear HSV replication compartments (Livingston et al., 2008; Weller & Coen, 2012).
With AAV ssDNA genomes as templates, Rep colocalizes to ICP8 in these nuclear foci
and the four helper proteins initiate AAV DNA replication (Slanina et al., 2006). We show
here that this is the case also for AAV5. In contrast to the HSV ori, the AAV-ITR
represents a partially double-stranded genome that can adopt a fork-shaped DNA
configuration. It contains a self-primed free 3‟ end, ready for elongation by DNA
polymerase even in the absence of UL52 primase activity, as shown by us before (Slanina
et al., 2006). The three protein components of the helicase-primase complex were needed,
apparently as structural backbone of the replication complex. Here we show that the
components of the HSV replication complex for AAV5 replication are the same, leading to
the assumption that the details of their interactions can be extrapolated from earlier
findings with AAV2 (Fig. 4B).
Role of UL12 for AAV genome maturation
The most recent addition to the list of HSV helper genes was UL12, which codes for
alkaline exonuclease. UL12 was identified as Rep-interacting protein and shown to
enhance the accumulation of unit-length AAV replication forms (Nicolas et al., 2010).
UL12 is not directly involved in HSV DNA replication. In cooperation with ICP8 UL12
mediates DNA strand exchange of newly replicated HSV DNA concatemers, apparently
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for repair of DNA damage emerging during rolling circle replication (Reuven et al., 2003).
HSV infection was shown to induce DNA repair by homologous recombination and UL12
was identified to interact with the components of the ATM pathway (Balasubramanian et
al., 2010). Recently, isolated UL12 exonuclease proved to be sufficient to induce DNA
repair by the single-strand annealing (SSA) pathway that exploits small DNA sequence
homologies to anneal double- strand breaks at the expense of small deletions of varying
sizes. (Schumacher et al., 2012; Weller & Coen, 2012). Here we used catalytically active
or inactive UL12 variants to demonstrate that the AAV5 replication pattern with
predominant AAV intermediates of undefined lengths is relieved by UL12. Unit-length
AAV replication forms accumulate leading to a moderate enhancement of AAV5
production, as shown before for AAV2 (Nicolas et al., 2010). It will be interesting to see
whether UL12 by binding to both, Rep and ICP8 induces AAV DNA strand exchange of
concatemeric AAV replication intermediates (Fig. 4B). The AAV-ITR contains multiple
short DNA repeats which are known to invert and recombine during AAV DNA
replication, resulting in variable alternative ITR conformations.
It is conceivable that UL12 exploits these DNA repeats to mediate DNA strand exchange
of AAV genomes in conjunction with ICP8. Thereby unit length AAV ssDNA strands will
accumulate, ready for packaging. The titer of infectious AAVs directly depends on the
proportion of particles with packaged full-length genomes, likely explaining the
enhancement of infectivity by addition of UL12 seen here for AAV5 and reported before
for AAV2 (Nicolas et al., 2010).
Materials and Methods
Cells and Viruses
HSV-1 strain KOS and the HSV∆UL9 mutant (hr94) (Malik et al., 1992) were grown in
Vero cells, as described (Heilbronn et al., 1990). Adenovirus type 2 (Ad-2) was propagated
in HeLa cells.
Plasmids
The AAV5 plasmids p5TRV-RepCap and p5TRV-Rep380HACap were kind gifts of D.
Pintel. p5TRV-RepCap spans the AAV5 wild-type genome with two 4 nt insertions
between the ITRs and the coding region and is abbreviated as pAAV5. Plasmid p5TRV103
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380HA contains a hemagglutinin tag (HA) at AAV5 nucleotide position 2158 (Farris &
Pintel, 2010). The AAV2 plasmid (pTAV2-0) comprises the AAV2 wild-type genome
(abbreviated as pAAV2). Expression plasmids for the HSV-1 replication genes UL5, UL8,
UL52, UL29 (ICP8), UL30 (pol), UL42, and plasmids for HSV-1 ICP0 and ICP4 under
their cognate promoters were described before (Heilbronn & zur Hausen, 1989). Plasmid
pTF3pol for ICP4/0/22, and UL30/UL42 (Alazard-Dany et al., 2009), pSAKUL12 and
pUL12exo- for HSV-1 exonuclease (Nicolas et al., 2010; Reuven et al., 2003) were under
heterologous promoter control.
DNA Transfection and Cell Infection
DNA transfection of HeLa cells was performed as described (Winter et al., 2012) and
infected with HSV-1 wild-type or HSV∆UL9 at MOI 2 to 5, or Ad-2 at a MOI of 5. For
AAV infections equal proportions (1/30) of AAV-containing freeze-thaw supernatants
were mixed with Ad-2 (MOI = 20) to co-infect HeLa cells in a total volume of 200 µl per
well for 1.5 hours. AAV2-containing cleared supernatants were serially diluted up to 10-4
before infection. The inoculum was sucked off, fresh medium was added and the cells were
incubated for another 48 hours.
Southern Blot Analysis
DNA samples were generated by Hirt extraction as described (Winter et al., 2012). For the
detection of AAV5 and AAV2 DNA replication intermediates, DNA probes were labeled
with the DecaLabel DNA Labeling Kit (Thermo Scientific) and α-32P-dCTP for radioactive
labeling, or biotin-11-dUTP labeling, according to the manufacturer`s protocol. The AAV5
probe spans a 1.1 kb EcoRI fragment within the rep ORF (AAV5 nt 532 to 1637). For
AAV2 a 1.1 kb NcoI / EcoRI fragment located in the rep ORF (AAV2 nt 626 to 1768) was
used. Membranes hybridized with

32

P-labeled DNA probes were detected by

autoradiography on X-ray films. Biotinylated probes were detected with Streptavidin
horseradish peroxidase (High-Sensitivity HRP, Thermo Scientific) by enhanced
chemiluminescence (ECL-kit, Perkin Elmer).
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Western Blot Analysis
Western blots were prepared as described (Winter et al., 2012). Protein extracts were
separated on 10% SDS polyacrylamide gels and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane
(Protran BA85, GE Healthcare). The membrane was reacted with mAb 303.9 (anti-Rep) or
mAb B1 (anti-VP) (Progen) at a 1:10 dilution, mAb 152 (anti-UL5) diluted 1:15 (Slanina
et al., 2006), and mAb 13924 (anti-UL9) diluted 1:2500 (Stow et al., 1998). The anti-βactin rabbit polyclonal antibody was diluted 1:5000. A horseradish peroxidase-conjugated
anti- mouse or anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:2500) was added to the membrane for 1.5
hours at RT, followed by ECL detection. For internal loading control membranes were
stripped with boiling 0.1% SDS and exposed to anti-β-actin primary antibody.
Quantification of infectious AAV particles
HeLa cells were infected with 100 µl of supernatants, which were heat-inactivated at 56°C
for 30 min in the case of HSV infection, and coinfected with Ad-2 for productive AAV
replication. At 48 h.p.i. cells were lysed by three freeze-thaw cycles and harvested as crude
extracts. Crude extracts were treated with 250 U/ml benzonase (Merck) at 37°C for at least
1 hour to degrade residual plasmid DNA. After centrifugation at 8000xg for 20 min a 500
µl aliquot of each supernatant was lysed in buffer (1% [w/v] N-Lauroylsarcosine, 25 mM
Tris pH 8.5, 10 mM EDTA pH 8.0) containing proteinase K (Roth, Germany) at 56°C for 2
hours, to degrade AAV capsids. AAV DNA was purified by phenol-chloroform extraction
and precipitation with ethanol. Copy numbers of AAV genomes were quantified on a
Light- Cycler using the QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR Kit (Qiagen). PCR primers used for
AAV5 genome quantification were AAV5 Rep for (5'-GTC CCA TTT GAC GTG GAG
GAA CA- 3') and AAV5 Rep rev (5'-GGG GTT CAA TTC CCT GGA AGA CC-3'). PCR
primers used for AAV2 genome analysis were pAAV-F1 (5'-GCC AAC TCC ATC ACT
AGG GG-3') and pAAV-W1 (5'-CCC GCT TCA AAA TGG AGA CC-3').
Immunofluorescence analysis
HeLa cells were grown on coverslips and transfected as described above. After fixation in
3.7% formaldehyde in PBS at pH 7.4 for 30 min, cells were permeabilized for 10 min in
1% Triton X-100 in PBS and washed twice with PBS before reaction with primary
antibodies for 60 min. After three washes in PBS, cells were reacted for 45 min with
secondary antibodies. All incubations were performed at room temperature. Primary
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antibody mixture contained monoclonal mouse-anti-ICP8 antibody HB8180 at a final
dilution of 1:5 and rabbit anti-HA (hemagglutinin) antibody Y-11 (Santa Cruz) for
detection of HA-tagged Rep proteins at a final dilution of 1:200 (antibodies were diluted
in 2% FCS/PBS). Secondary antibody mixture consisted of rhodamine-labeled goat antirabbit and fluorescein-labeled goat anti-mouse IgG, both diluted 1:1000. Coverslips were
washed three times in PBS and mounted in polyvinyl alcohol (Elvanol) containing 1%
DABCO as anti-fading agent. Image acquisition was performed with a Zeiss LSM 510
laser-scanning microscope.
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Figure legends:
Fig. 1: Comparison of AAV5 and AAV2 replication with Ad-2 or HSV-1 as helper
viruses. Plasmids pAAV5 or pAAV2 were transfected into HeLa cells and infected with
Ad-2 or HSV-1 at an MOI of 5. At 48 h.p.i. cells were harvested. (A) AAV5 or (B) AAV2
protein expression was analyzed on Western blots using mAb 303.9 against AAV Rep, or
mAb B1 against AAV VP. A polyclonal anti-β-actin antibody detects actin as internal
control. Secondary antibodies were detected by ECL, as outlined in the methods. (C) Hirt
DNA extracts were digested with DpnI and analyzed on Southern blots detected with
biotin-labeled rep gene-derived probes of similar lengths specific for AAV5 or AAV2.
AAV replicative intermediates for monomeric (RF1) or dimeric (RF2) replication forms
are indicated by arrows. Input plasmid DNA fragments digested by DpnI are indicated by a
vertical bar. Membranes were exposed for 10 min (AAV5) or 2 min (AAV2), respectively.
(D) AAV5 genomic particle (gp/ml) yields with Ad-2 or HSV-1 as helper virus. AAV
gp/ml were analyzed in purified cell extracts by qPCR. AAV gp/ml of three experiments
are depicted as mean ± standard deviation.
Fig. 2: AAV5 and AAV2 replication with HSV-1 or HSV∆UL9 or induced by HSV-IE
genes. A time course of pAAV5, or pAAV2 transfected cells after infection with wild-type
HSV-1 or the replication-deficient strain HSV∆UL9 was performed as described in Fig. 1.
(A, B) Western blot of pAAV5 transfected cells infected with HSV-1 or HSV∆UL9 as
indicated. AAV Rep was detected with mAb 303.9, AAV VP with mAb B1, HSV-1 early
proteins UL5 and UL9 with the mAb 152 (anti-UL5) or mAb 13924 (anti-UL9),
respectively. Actin detected as outlined in Fig. 1 served as control. (C, D) Western blot
with pAAV2 transfected cells performed in parallel to (A) and (B). (E) AAV5 and AAV2
genomic particle yields with HSV-1wt or HSVΔUL9 were analyzed as outlined in Fig. 1D.
(F) HeLa cells were cotransfected with pAAV5 and equal amounts of plasmids for the
HSV-IE genes, ICP0, ICP4, and ICP22 in the combinations depicted. Cotransfection with
pAAV2 and ICP0 (lane 7) served as control. Cells were harvested 48 hours post
transfection and analyzed for Rep expression on Western blots with mAb 303.9 as
described in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3: AAV5 and AAV2 replication induced by combinations of HSV-1 helper genes.
Plasmids pAAV5 or pAAV2 were cotransfected in HeLa cells with combinations of HSV1 genes ICP0, ICP4, UL5, UL8, UL52, UL29 (ICP8), UL30, UL42, UL12, or UL12exo-,
as indicated. AAV plasmid transfected cells infected with HSV-1 (MOI = 5) served as
references. (A, B) Cells were analyzed on Western blots for AAV Rep, AAV VP and actin
expression as outlined in Fig. 1. (C, D) AAV DNA replication was analyzed on Southern
blots with

32

P-labeled rep gene-derived probes specific for either AAV5 or AAV2, as

outlined in Fig. 1. Asterisks depict low intensity bands of the 4.7 kb AAV5 replication
form (RF1). (E, F) Production of infectious AAV particles was analyzed after second
round infection of HeLa cells in triplicate cultures, infected with cleared, transfected cell
extracts as described in the methods. AAV titers were analyzed by qPCR as gp/ml, as
described in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4: Colocalization of AAV5 Rep and HSV-1 ICP8 and model of HSV-dependent
AAV replication. (A) HeLa cells grown on coverslips were cotransfected with pAAV5Rep-HA and different combinations of HSV-1 genes for ICP0, ICP4, UL5, UL8, UL52,
ICP8 (UL29), UL30 and UL42, as indicated. Cells were stained with antibodies against
HSV ICP8 and the HA-tag of AAV5 Rep, and were analyzed by confocal microscopy as
described in the methods. Displayed images represent cross sections of 0.8 μm. Anti-ICP8
reactivity is displayed in green, while Rep is represented in red. Merged foci appearing in
yellow indicate colocalization. To determine the extent of colocalization, the correlation
coefficient R of green (ICP8) and red (Rep) fluorescence above a fixed background value
was determined for a total of 4 to 10 cells for each construct and displayed as mean ±
S.E.M. NA, not applicable. (B) A model of HSV-induced AAV DNA replication is
depicted. The AAV5 genome with essential genetic elements is depicted on top. In the
middle, the initiation of Rep78-dependent AAV DNA replication is depicted, proposing a
stepwise recruitment of HSV replication proteins, single-strand DNA binding protein
(ICP8), helicase-primase complex (UL5/8/52) and two-component HSV DNA polymerase
(UL30/42). The model for alkaline exonuclease (UL12) and ICP8-dependent resolution of
AAV concatemers in the presence of Rep is depicted below.
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3 Discussion
Adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) represent a group of replication-deficient, small singlestranded DNA viruses that exhibit a complex biphasic life cycle. In the absence of a helper
virus AAV establish latency and can integrate into the host cell genome. AAV productive
infection requires the presence of an unrelated helper virus. Due to the lack of a suitable
animal model to study AAV biology in vivo, the mechanisms of AAV latency and
productive infection in its natural host are largely unknown. In human gene therapy,
vectors that are derived from adeno-associated viruses are increasingly applied in the clinic
with a focus on the treatment of a variety of monogenetic disorders. Therefore, a more
profound understanding of the wild-type AAV replication cycle and its potential
interaction with transduced AAV vectors in vivo is required. In fact, a recent study in our
lab revealed human T-lymphocytes as putative sites of AAV persistence (Khalid, Hüser
and Heilbronn, pers. communication). In this study 34% of the healthy and 76% of the
immunocompromised blood donors were tested AAV-positive. In addition, due to the high
AAV seroprevalence of approximately 80% in the adult population (8) and the increasing
application of AAV vectors in the clinic, safety considerations require to understand the
biology of latent AAV wild-type infection and the impact on AAV vector transduction.

3.1 AAV Transcriptome Analysis
One major requirement to complete the AAV replication cycle is the ability to transcribe
the genetic information of its viral genes. The currently accepted AAV transcription profile
mostly dates back to research done in the 1980s (15, 16, 182). At that time, the three
AAV2 promoters and the derived transcripts were first characterized. These studies were
based on S1 nuclease mapping and primer extension analyses that only allowed for the
detection of highly expressed transcripts. Later on, RNase protection assays were used to
quantify AAV transcription (22). However, only those transcripts could be detected that
were explicitly probed for. All AAV transcripts characterized so far are derived from the
AAV positive strand, while the complementary AAV negative strand is considered not to
be transcribed. The recent development of next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies
allows to perform unbiased gene expression studies. Illumina-based RNA sequencing
(RNA-Seq) enables the high-throughput analysis of entire cellular transcriptomes. Using
this approach a comprehensive transcriptome analysis of herpes simplex virus (HSV1)
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infected cells has revealed new insights into the viral gene expression profile (183). Similar
studies with adenovirus has revealed novel splice variants of previously described
adenovirus transcripts (184).
The AAV transcription profile has not been analyzed with an unbiased approach. In the
present thesis Illumina-based in-depth RNA sequencing was chosen for a comprehensive
analysis of the AAV2 transcriptome during latent and lytic infection. This allowed reevaluating the notion whether AAV is indeed only transcribed on the so-called (+) strand.
The overall AAV2 transcription profile largely confirmed the well-established mRNA
expression kinetics during AAV2 latency and productive infection. In addition, the AAV
negative strand was found to be transcribed as well. These new transcripts initiate opposite
of the AAV p5 promoter. Furthermore, novel AAV splice variants were detected by RNASeq, the most abundant of which allowed the expression of a new 18 kDa Rep/VP fusion
protein with yet unknown function.

3.1.1 AAV Negative Strand Transcription
The here newly detected transcripts on the AAV (-) strand initiate opposite of the p5
promoter on the AAV (+) strand (see Fig. 1A/B, Stutika et al. (2016), JVI). Their
characterization revealed a heterogeneous group of transcripts of rather short length and
varying 5‟ ends (Fig. 1E/F, Stutika et al. (2016), JVI). Since an ORF could not be
identified in that region these transcripts initiating from the anti-p5 promoter are proposed
to represent non-coding RNAs. A bidirectional pattern of transcription initiation has been
described for many mammalian promoters (128), but not for mammalian viruses so far.
This mechanism called divergent transcription is described to be associated with the
regulation of promoter activity by non-coding promoter-associated RNAs (130). Similarly,
transcripts from the AAV p5 promoter running in opposite direction might also contribute
to transcription regulation in the AAV replication cycle. It is known that early during
latency small amounts of the p5 promoter-derived proteins Rep78/68 are expressed that
repress further rep gene expression by shutdown of the p5 promoter in trans (50). Yet, the
maintenance of AAV latency is not fully understood. The newly identified anti-p5
transcripts are candidates for a role in the regulation of the AAV p5 promoter and hence
might be involved in the regulatory switch between AAV latency and lytic infection. It is
conceivable that the anti-p5 transcripts modulate p5 promoter activity thereby affecting
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Rep78/68 protein levels in order to maintain the AAV latent or productive replication state,
respectively.
To further study the correlation between anti-p5 transcription and p5 promoter activity
levels, mutational analyses of the AAV2 p5 promoter upstream regions have to be
performed in order to inhibit the bidirectional transcription. However, it might be difficult
to separate the transcription initiation in forward and reverse orientation. Any mutation
might affect specific cis-regulatory elements important for either orientation of
transcription. Previous mutation analyses have shown that the cis-regulatory p5 Rep
binding element (RBE), located directly upstream of the p5 transcription start site,
mediates transcriptional repression of the p5 promoter during latent and lytic infection by
Rep78/68 binding (50, 57). Mutating or deleting the p5 RBE (nucleotide position 262 to
277), directly affects transcripts from the anti-p5 promoter since it overlaps with the small
RNAs (discussed in 3.2) found in this region. The fact that Rep also inhibits diverse
heterologous promoters without cis-regulatory RBE elements (185) indicates that the p5
RBE binding by Rep might not be the crucial step for p5 promoter repression. For
example, Rep78-mediated inhibition of the HPV18 promoter/enhancer has shown to
involve a combination of multiple cis-regulatory elements in the absence of an RBE
element suggesting that Rep indirectly exerts its effect by interacting with cellular
transcription factors (185).
In addition to the TATA box and the RBE element, the p5 promoter exhibits cis-regulatory
elements that bind the transcription factor YY1 and the major late transcription factor
(MLTF) (57). YY1 is described to repress p5 promoter activity in the absence of a helper
virus (186). The adenovirus transactivator protein E1A is described to induce p5 promoter
activity by interacting with the cellular proteins MLTF and YY1 (54, 186). However, the
exact mechanisms on how Rep is involved in the activation of p5 and how transcription
initiation from AAV p5 is activated in the presence of other helper viruses is not fully
understood. Therefore, further regulatory factors are potentially involved in the p5
promoter control, which might include unknown transcripts generated by divergent
transcription from the AAV p5 promoter.

3.1.2 Novel AAV Splice Products
The series of newly identified splice sites potentially allow the generation of yet unknown
proteins (see Fig. 4A, Stutika et al. (2016), JVI). Due to the lack of available antibodies
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only one of these proteins has been confirmed. This 18 kDa protein is hybrid of Rep and
VP since it contains the N-terminus of the Rep proteins and the C-terminus of the VP
proteins. AAV mutants lacking the necessary splice sites required for the generation of the
18 kDa protein showed minor effects on Rep and VP expression levels (Fig 3A/C, Stutika
et al. (2016), JVI). This observation indicates a potential role as transcription factor.
The existence of multiple smaller proteins derived by alternative splicing would be
analogous to other members of the parvovirus family, such as the parvovirus B19 or the
autonomous parvovirus minute virus of mice (MVM), which express similar proteins that
seem to be relevant for viral growth in its natural host (187, 188). Since no animal model
exists to study AAV biology in vivo, it will be challenging to further evaluate the roles of
the AAV alternative splice variants in vivo.

3.2 AAV Small RNA Analysis
The presence of an anti-p5 promoter close to the end of the left hand side of the AAV
genome was a surprising discovery. Since no ORF could be identified in that region, it is
an intriguing hypothesis that these anti-p5 transcripts might represent non-coding RNAs
instead. In recent years small non-coding RNAs have been identified for many virus
families, including herpesviruses and adenoviruses, the major helpers of AAV. Unlike
most DNA viruses that establish a latent state, no small non-coding RNAs have been
described for the parvovirus group yet.
In order, to search for small RNAs encoded by AAV, libraries from AAV2 infected cells in
the presence or absence of Ad2 or HSV1 harvested at two different stages of the AAV
replication cycle were generated and subjected to Illumina-based small RNA sequencing
(small RNA-Seq). The utilization of this technology allowed the identification of several
small AAV2-specific RNAs located in close proximity to viral promoters and within the
ITRs (see Fig. 3A, Stutika et al. (2016), PONE).

3.2.1 Small AAV2-specific RNAs
In agreement with the results of the total RNA-Seq, a group of small AAV2-specific RNAs
near the anti-p5 promoter on the AAV negative strand could be detected by small RNASeq with sR-271 being one of the two most abundantly expressed small RNAs in this
analysis (Fig. 3, Stutika et al. (2016), PONE). Based on its location divergent transcription
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from the AAV p5 promoter is the most likely origin of this small RNA. The small RNASeq data adds to this hypothesis, since the small AAV2-specific RNAs detected in that
region exhibit various 5‟ ends and a diverse read length distribution of the transcripts,
typical features for transcripts derived by divergent transcription (189). While these small
AAV2 RNAs are of low abundance at a late stage in latently infected cells, expression
levels are highly increased in Ad infected cells. For small promoter-associated RNAs it is
described that their expression level correlates with the downstream gene expression level
(126). Similarly, the anti-p5 derived small AAV2 RNA sR-271 might affect downstream
gene expression of the AAV p5 promoter thereby regulating Rep78/68 protein expression
levels during latent and lytic AAV infection, respectively.
The other highly abundant small AAV2-specific RNA sR-108 was located within the ITR
next to the Rep binding element (RBE) (nucleotide position 93 to 108) (Fig. 3, Stutika et
al. (2016), PONE). Even though this small AAV2 RNA possesses a distinct 5‟ end and a
uniform read length of 21 nt, typically seen for miRNAs, argonaute coimmunoprecipitation indicated an alternative processing mechanism different from the
canonical miRNA pathway is utilized. For the generation of this small AAV2 RNA two
mechanisms are imaginable. (I) Transcription can be initiated within the ITR or (II) from
the newly defined anti-p5 promoter on the AAV negative strand assuming that
transcription proceeds through the entire AAV-ITR (see Fig. 7A, Stutika et al. (2016),
PONE). AAV transcription from the ITR has been shown before for AAV5 and certain
AAV-derived vectors (29, 33) and is being confirmed here for wild-type AAV2 by the
total RNA-Seq analysis. However, the initiator element that drives the AAV5 ITR
transcript maps further downstream (nt 142) relatively to the small AAV2 RNA sR-108
(29). In addition, the total RNA-Seq showed that longer transcripts can be generated from
the anti-p5 promoter, since this analysis was designed to detect transcripts with a minimal
size of 100 nt. Furthermore, RNA transcription across the ITR has been shown just
recently (190). Since the abundance of the small AAV2 sR-108 correlated with the anti-p5
derived small AAV2 RNAs on the negative strand during AAV latent and lytic infection,
these small RNAs are likely to be generated from the anti-p5 promoter simultaneously.
Small non-coding RNAs are usually processed from longer non-coding RNAs that form a
distinct secondary structure. Transcription from the anti-p5 promoter across the ITR would
generate a transcript that can form the well-established T-shaped secondary structure of the
AAV-ITR, which might facilitate accessibility for cellular or viral processing enzymes.
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Since small RNA processing by the common miRNA pathway could be virtually excluded
experimentally, a processing mechanism involving Rep might be possible. Rep binding to
ITR transcripts has been shown to occur just recently (190).
AAV p5 promoter activity is described to be mediated by the Rep binding elements (RBE)
located within the ITR and upstream of the p5 TSS in cis during latent and lytic AAV
replication (57). In addition, AAV p5 promoter regulation might involve the here detected
small AAV2 RNAs sR-108 and sR-271, since these are closely located to the ITR RBE and
p5 RBE, respectively, and are differentially expressed during latent and lytic infection.
The small RNA-Seq analysis also detected a hotspot of small AAV2-specific RNAs near
the p40 promoter, termed sR-1862 (Fig. 3, Stutika et al. (2016), PONE). Due to the very
short read length of 18 to 19 nt and its location next to the TSS of p40 a role similar to that
of transcription initiation RNAs (tiRNAs) is proposed for this small AAV2 RNA. The
tiRNAs are also described to be associated with highly expressed transcripts (132). In
accordance with that, sR-1862 can only be detected by small RNA-Seq during AAV
productive infection, in which p40 promoter-derived transcripts are highly expressed for
the generation of the viral capsid proteins. Besides the described transactivation of p40 by
Rep78/68 during AAV productive infection (57), the AAV2 sR-1862 might exert an
internal p40 promoter regulatory effect. Furthermore, AAV p40 promoter-derived small
RNAs were identified to be associated with the inhibition of adenovirus replication in cis
during AAV vector production (Fig. 6, Weger et al. (2016), JVI). This study adds to the
idea that these small AAV2 RNAs likely represent small promoter-associated RNAs that
are involved in p40 promoter regulation during AAV productive infection (see Fig. 1A,
Stutika et al. (2016), PONE). Further evaluation of the role of these small AAV RNAs is
therefore of specific interest for AAV vector production systems involving adenovirus
vectors.

3.2.2 Impact of AAV on Cellular Transcription Profiles
In order to study viral interactions with the host cell transcriptome, the cellular mRNA and
miRNA expression profiles have been analyzed upon the infection of wild-type AAV.
The total RNA-Seq data showed that AAV infection alone did not alter the HeLa cell
transcriptome and no differentially expressed genes beyond a maximal twofold range could
be detected (see Fig. S1 (A), Stutika et al. (2016), JVI, Supplementary Material in proof).
This is in line with previous studies on cellular mRNA expression levels upon AAV
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infection based on microarray analyses that also showed virtually no effect (191). In
contrast, the presence of adenovirus significantly changed cellular transcription levels in
the data sets of AAV2/Ad2 co-infected and Ad2 infected cells (Fig. S1 (B and C), Stutika
et al. (2016), JVI, Supplementary Material in proof). Adenovirus-induced regulation of the
host cell transcriptome has been shown before (192).
The results for the miRNA-Seq screen were very similar. The small RNA-Seq showed that
the expression level of cellular miRNAs was basically unchanged in AAV infected cells
compared to uninfected cells at two different time points (see Fig. 6, Stutika et al. (2016),
PONE). Only a single cellular miRNA (hsa-mir-3687) was found to be fivefold downregulated by AAV infection. For this miRNA no target genes have been identified so far.
Using a prediction tool designed to find cellular genes that are likely be targeted by a
specific miRNA, few putative target sites could be identified here in silico for this cellular
miRNA. However, the mRNA expression levels of the identified putative target genes
received from the total RNA-Seq analysis remained largely unchanged in AAV infected
and uninfected cells. Thus, this specific miRNA (hsa-mir-3687) likely targets other than
the here predicted cellular mRNAs, e.g. viral mRNAs.
Hence, neither cellular mRNA expression levels nor cellular miRNA expression levels are
significantly affected by AAV infection. This is in contrast to the major AAV helpers,
adenovirus and HSV, both of which are described to alter the cellular mRNA and miRNA
profiles in specific cell types (192-195). This divergence to AAV underlines the longestablished idea that AAV wild-type infection is largely apathogenic.

3.3 Advantages and Limitations of Illumina-Based NGS Analysis
To date, next generation sequencing (NGS) approaches are the methods of choice for
comprehensive DNA or RNA genome analyses. The primary advantage of Illumina NGS
is the high-throughput analysis generating a gigantic volume of sequencing data per
sequencing run (196). Therefore the expression profile of entire cellular transcriptomes can
be analyzed in parallel. In comparison to conventional methods used for gene expression
studies, such as microarray analysis, Illumina-based in-depth sequencing not only detects a
comprehensive picture of the expression profile but can also identify novel transcripts,
transcripts of low abundance or alternative splice variants.
Similar to other PCR-based methods, amplification biases also exist for various NGS
approaches. Therefore RNA-Seq-based methods do not necessarily provide absolute
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reliable quantification of the detected transcripts. Illumina genome analysis studies are
known to lead to an underrepresentation of AT- and GC-rich regions likely resulting from
an amplification bias during library preparation (197). This preselection can only be
avoided by choosing an alternative method without prior amplification rounds required for
library preparation, e.g. direct RNA sequencing (DRS) as supplied by the Helicos
BioSciences platform (198). With this approach polyadenylated RNAs are directly
sequenced in a quantitative manner. However, the major challenge of this technique is the
generation of high read frequencies as required for a comprehensive RNA analysis. A
recent study, profiling the sequencing error types of three different Illumina platforms has
revealed substitutions, but not insertions or deletions, as the most prevalent error type
(199). Substitutions most frequently occurred after the incorporation of multiple ddGTPs.
The here applied HiSeq system showed lowest substitution rates among the tested Illumina
platforms in this study. Potential error rates can be corrected by trimming and
bioinformatic error correction after the sequencing process. Furthermore, template
switching during bridge amplification or sequencing errors within the sample-specific
barcode can lead to the assignment of reads to the wrong data set during bioinformatic
analysis. This can be avoided by using separate channels of the Illumina flow cell for each
of the prepared RNA libraries. Also, major variations of replicative samples might be a
first indication of sequencing errors.
On the Illumina platform rather short sequencing reads of 50 to 150 nucleotides in length
are generated (174), but according to the supplier also longer reads can be sequenced by
using the MiSeq system (up to 300 nucleotides). For this reason, it might be difficult to
assign reads to the correct genome position that lie within repetitive regions in the
reference genome. To circumvent this problem one can choose the paired-end sequencing
approach in which a specific fragment is sequenced from both ends leaving a distance of
equal length between each paired read. According to the manufacturer, this allows a more
precise gene mapping provided that one read in the pair is unique to the genome.
Alternatively, longer read lengths can be generated on the Pacific Biosciences platform
(200). While this approach can potentially sequence up to tens of thousands nucleotides of
a single molecule, it also has a higher error rate of read accuracy consisting of deletions,
insertions and mismatches compared to other NGS platforms and is limited in generating
high read frequencies. During the sequencing process lagging or leading strands within a
cluster of identical templates might be generated by various NGS platforms. This results
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from incomplete extension or addition of multiple nucleotides or probes during the
stepwise sequencing cycles, referred to as phasing or pre-phasing, respectively (201). As a
consequence, sequence reads that originate from identical templates will be assigned to
different genome positions (e.g. -1 or +1) within the reference genome.
Among NGS platforms, Illumina is currently the most widely used system, which stands
out for producing the highest data volume within relatively short run times at low costs
(196). On the other hand, the Illumina platform provides a lower multiplexing sample
capability in comparison to other NGS platforms and generates rather short read length.

3.4 HSV Helper Functions for Productive AAV5 Replication
Various helper viruses have been described to support productive AAV replication.
However, unlike the major helpers, adenovirus (Ad) or herpes simplex virus (HSV), the
individual helper genes that promote productive AAV replication have been poorly studied
for most of these viruses. While the adenovirus helper functions required for efficient AAV
productive replication are well characterized for the distantly related serotypes AAV2 and
AAV5 (59, 68), helper functions supplied by HSV have been only described for the
prototype AAV2 (69, 72). Early studies on AAV seroepidemiology showed a parallel
increase of AAV5 and HSV antibody titers (74). In contrast, AAV2 seroconversion has
been shown to closely follow that of Ad, which appears to occur earlier during childhood
(202) compared to that of HSV. This suggests that HSV, rather than Ad, may represent the
natural helper virus for AAV5.
To further study the HSV-AAV5 relationship, a comparative analysis of AAV2 and AAV5
productive replication upon the dependence on the individual HSV helper genes was
performed. This analysis revealed that the same HSV helper functions previously identified
for AAV2 were required for AAV5 productive replication. In contrast to AAV2, AAV5
was shown to depend on the full set of HSV helper genes for efficient replication that are
the six replication genes, UL5/8/29/30/42/52; the immediate-early genes, ICP0 and ICP4;
and the alkaline exonuclease, UL12. For AAV2, a minimal set composed of the HSV
helicase-primase complex (UL5/8/52) and the single-stranded DNA-binding protein ICP8
(UL29) has been described to support productive replication, which is enhanced by the
additional function of HSV DNA polymerase (UL30/42) (69). For AAV5, the sole
presence of the four HSV replication genes (UL5/8/29/52) did not promote productive
replication, but this can be overcome by the additional helper function for HSV DNA
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polymerase (UL30/42). While the HSV replication genes are directly involved in AAV
DNA replication, the synergistic effect of the HSV transactivators ICP0 and ICP4 is
necessary for efficient AAV5 Rep expression. This is consistent with previous studies on
AAV2 (72), with the only difference that HSV ICP22 did not further enhance AAV5 Rep
expression. The HSV alkaline exonuclease (UL12) promoted the resolution of AAV5
replicative forms, as described before for AAV2 (73).
Similarly to AAV2 Rep, nuclear co-localization of AAV5 Rep with ICP8 in HSV
replication compartments could be detected (70), albeit at reduced levels that were
increased in the presence of the full set of HSV helper genes. The relatively reduced
frequency of co-localization may reflect less efficient AAV5 plasmid rescue due to the
more complex AAV5-ITR (203). This might also explain the generally reduced AAV5
replication levels observed in this analysis, compared to that of AAV2. On the other hand,
since it is assumed that HSV represents the natural helper of AAV5, it might be
conceivable that AAV5 is actually more dependent on HSV helper functions than AAV2
due to the co-evolving viruses. This assumption is supported by the finding that AAV5 is
less dependent on adenovirus than AAV2 (68), for which Ad is assumed to serve as the
preferred helper in vivo.

3.5 Considerations for AAV Vector Biology
In human gene therapy vectors based on adeno-associated viruses are one of the most
successful tools for the treatment of a variety of monogenetic diseases. For their
construction the only elements that need to be retained from the wild-type virus are the
AAV-ITRs. The AAV Rep and Cap proteins are separated from the ITRs and expressed in
trans during vector production from a different plasmid, another vector, or by the producer
cell line itself.
Since it has been shown that high levels of Rep78/68 negatively influence AAV vector
yield, the AAV p5 promoter is mostly replaced by a weak heterologous promoter, such as
the MMTV promoter, in order to limit Rep78/68 expression during vector production (91).
Consequently, the newly defined anti-p5 promoter opposite of p5 is absent in AAV vectors
and therefore plays no role during AAV vector generation. However, the here detected
small AAV2 RNA encoded within the ITRs is present in all generated AAV vectors (see
Fig. 3A and 7B, Stutika et al. (2016), PONE). Since this small RNA is presumed to initiate
from the AAV anti-p5 promoter it probably cannot be expressed by the vector due to the
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replacement of the viral p5 promoter by a promoter specific for the expression of the
transgene. However, choosing a promoter that exhibits bidirectional activity might trigger
the expression of that small RNA. In the case that transcription initiation occurs within the
ITR, expression of the small ITR-encoded RNA cannot be prevented in any AAV vector.
The exact nucleotide position from which the AAV2 ITR transcripts arise has not yet been
discovered, but is believed to involve the A/D region of the ITR (see Fig. 1) (33) that
would not be suitable of activating the upstream-located small AAV2 RNA sR-108. Still,
the putative correlation of the transcriptional activity from the ITR and the small AAV
ITR-encoded RNAs has to be further analyzed for AAV-derived vectors.
In addition, studying different helper viruses upon the individual helper genes that promote
AAV replication is of high significance, since viral helper factors are required for the
generation of AAV-derived vectors irrespective of the vector production system and AAV
serotype used. The here identified HSV helper functions for AAV5 replication adds to our
knowledge of AAV biology. This is a further prerequisite for advanced generation of AAV
vectors, so that only viral helper factors are used that are indispensable for efficient AAV
vector production.

3.6 Outlook
Further analyses are required to evaluate the relevance of AAV p5 antisense transcription
and the newly detected small AAV2 RNAs for AAV biology. Therefore, it would be
interesting to analyze the AAV transcription profile of related serotypes by RNA-Seq and
in other cell lines, e.g. in a primary cell line. The expression pattern of specific
transcription factors differ between cell lines, which might result in a transcription profile
divergent from that seen here for AAV2 in HeLa cells. Furthermore, it would be interesting
to know whether other parvoviruses also exhibit transcription from their negative strands.
A mechanism resembling divergent transcription from promoters might be a relevant
regulatory factor for the switch between latent and lytic infection, especially for the
replication cycles of autonomous parvoviruses that do not rely on additional viral helper
genes.
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4 Summary
Adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) exhibit a complex biphasic life cycle in cell culture,
with productive replication dependent upon co-infection with a helper virus, whereas in the
absence of a helper virus AAV latency is established. While vectors based on adenoassociated viruses are already widely used in human gene therapy, open questions remain
concerning the regulation of AAV productive and latent infection, especially in the in vivo
situation, for which no suitable animal model exists so far. To fill this gap, a combination
of in vitro and in silico analyses were chosen in the present thesis to perform a
comprehensive analysis of the AAV transcriptome based on state of the art, highthroughput total genomic RNA sequencing.
The analysis of the transcription profiles and kinetics of the AAV (+) strand largely
confirmed a variety of previous studies performed with classical RNA methods. However,
several novel AAV splice variants were identified, the most abundant of which led to the
expression of an 18 kDa Rep/VP fusion protein. Genetic analyses with corresponding virus
mutants unable to express the newly identified splice variants showed that these have a
major impact on early AAV replication steps, highly suggestive of an important role for in
vivo AAV propagation. Maybe even more interesting, the AAV transcriptome analysis
revealed for the first time the expression of transcripts derived from the AAV (-) strand.
These transcripts were encoded in the p5 promoter region, which drives the expression of
the large AAV2 regulatory proteins Rep78/68. The pattern of p5 sense and antisense
transcription was highly reminiscent of a phenomena described in recent years as
bidirectional transcription. This adds a further possible mechanistic level to the regulation
of p5 driven gene expression, which represents a major switch point between productive
and latent AAV infection.
To identify small RNAs with regulatory roles in the AAV life cycle, the first AAV small
RNA-Seq analysis was performed in AAV infected cells. A variety of novel AAV2specific small RNAs located close to or within the AAV-ITRs was identified, which are
apparently transcribed from the newly defined anti-p5 promoter. Validation on Northern
blots and by argonaute Co-IP indicated alternative small RNA processing, divergent from
the canonical miRNA pathway. In addition, small AAV2-specific RNAs in close proximity
to viral promoters were suggestive of small promoter-associated RNAs that might act as
transcriptional regulators during AAV latent and productive infection. Furthermore, the
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cellular miRNA expression profile showed no alteration upon AAV infection reassuring
the long-established apathogenic nature of wild-type AAV.
As a further prerequisite for a better understanding of AAV vector biology, the individual
HSV helper genes for productive AAV5 replication were analyzed in a comparative study
of the AAV2 and AAV5 replication cycle. This analysis revealed that the same
combination of HSV1 helper genes identified for AAV2, promote AAV5 productive
replication.
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5 Zusammenfassung
Adeno-Assoziierte Viren (AAV) besitzen einen komplexen biphasischen in vitro
Lebenszyklus. Für die produktive Replikation ist AAV auf die Co-Infektion eines
Helfervirus angewiesen, während in Abwesenheit eines Helfervirus der latente Zyklus
eingeleitet wird. Während von Adeno-Assoziierten Viren abgeleitete Vektoren bereits
weitreichend in der humanen Gentherapie eingesetzt werden, bestehen noch offene Fragen
bezüglich der Regulation des produktiven und latenten AAV Infektionszyklus,
insbesondere zur Regulation in vivo, wofür bisher noch kein geeignetes Tiermodel
existiert. Um diese Lücke zu schließen, wurde in der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit eine
Kombination aus in vitro und in silico Experimenten angewendet um eine umfassende
Analyse des AAV-Transkriptoms durchzuführen, basierend auf einer der aktuellsten RNAAnalysetechniken, der Hochdurchsatz-Sequenzierung (NGS).
Die Analyse des Transkriptionsprofils und der Transkriptionskinetik des AAV (+)-Strangs
bestätigte weitgehend frühere AAV Transkriptionsstudien, welche mit klassischen RNAMethoden durchgeführt wurden. Darüber hinaus wurden aber auch verschiedene neue
AAV-Spleißvarianten identifiziert, wobei für die am häufigsten vertretende Spleißvariante
die Expression eines neuen 18 kDa Rep/VP Fusionsproteins nachgewiesen werden konnte.
Genetische Analysen mit Virusmutanten, die diese neue Spleißvariante nicht exprimierten,
zeigten, dass diese einen großen Einfluss auf frühe Schritte im AAV Infektionszyklus
ausüben, was auf eine wichtige Rolle für die AAV Propagation in vivo hindeutet.
Zusätzlich wurden in der AAV Transkriptomanalyse interessanterweise erstmalig
Transkripte vom AAV (-)-Strang identifiziert. Diese Transkripte codierten in der p5
Promoterregion, welcher die Expression der großen regulatorischen AAV2 Proteine,
Rep78/68 treibt. Das Transkriptionsprofil vom p5 Promoter, in Sense- und AntisenseRichtung, erinnerte an ein in den letzten Jahren beschriebenes Phänomen, bekannt als
"bidirektionale Transkription". Dieser Mechanismus könnte eine weitere Ebene für die
Regulation der p5 Promoter-Genexpression darstellen, um vom latenten zum produktiven
AAV Infektionszyklus umzuschalten.
Für die Identifizierung kleinerer RNAs mit regulatorischer Funktion für den AAV
Infektionszyklus wurde hier erstmalig eine Illumina Sequenzanalyse kleiner RNAs (small
RNA-Seq) von AAV-infizierten Zellen durchgeführt. Hierbei konnten viele kleine AAV2spezifische RNAs in unmittelbarer Nähe bzw. innerhalb der AAV-ITRs identifiziert
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werden, welche vermutlich am neu definierten anti-p5 Promoter initiieren. Durch die
Validierung mittels Northern-Blot Analyse und Argonaute Co-IP konnte der allgemeine
miRNA Prozessierungsmechanismus für die Generierung dieser kleinen AAV2spezifischen RNAs ausgeschlossen werden. Die unmittelbare Nähe einiger neu detektierter
kleiner RNAs zu viralen Promotern lässt allerdings vermuten, dass es sich hierbei um
kleine Promoter-assoziierte RNAs handelt, die während des latenten und produktiven
Infektionszyklus als Transkriptionsregulatoren fungieren. Weiterhin konnte durch die
Analyse des zellulären miRNA-Profils gezeigt werden, dass AAV keinen Einfluss auf die
Expression zellulärer miRNAs nimmt, was den lang bekannten apathogenen Charakter von
AAV unterstreicht.
Weiterhin wurde hier in einer vergleichenden Studie des AAV2 und AAV5
Replikationszyklus die Abhängigkeit der produktiven AAV5 Replikation von den
individuellen

HSV1

Helfergenen

analysiert,

als

eine

Voraussetzung

für

die

Weiterentwicklung der AAV Vektor-Biologie. Dabei konnte gezeigt werden, dass für
AAV5 die gleichen HSV Helferfunktionen benötigt werden, wie für AAV2.
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7 List of Abbreviations
AAP

assembly activating protein

AAV

adeno-associated virus

Ad

adenovirus

BHK

baby hamster kidney cell line

bp

base pairs

C. elegans

Caenorhabditis elegans

cDNA

complementary DNA

ChIP-seq

chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing

Co-IP

co-immunoprecipitation

ddNTP

dideoxynucleotide

DGCR8

DiGeorge syndrome chromosomal region 8

DNase

deoxyribonuclease

dNTP

deoxynucleotide

ds

double-stranded

dT

dimer turnaround

E

early

EBV

Epstein-Barr virus

Fig.

figure

gp

genomic particle

h.p.i.

hours post infection

HCMV

human cytomegalovirus

HEK

human embryonic kidney cell line

HeLa

human cervical cancer cell line

HHV6

human herpesvirus 6

HIV1

human immunodeficiency virus 1

HPV

human papillomavirus

HSV

herpes simplex virus

ICP

infected cell protein

Inr

initiator element

ITR

inverted terminal repeat

kb

kilobase
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kDa

kilodalton

LAT

latency-associated transcript

lncRNA

long non-coding RNA

mAb

monoclonal antibody

mE

monomer extended

Methyl-seq

methylation sequencing

MHV68

murine gammaherpesvirus 68

miRNA

microRNA

miRNP

microRNA ribonucleoprotein complex

mivaRNA

virus-associated RNA derived microRNA

MLTF

major late transcription factor

MMTV

mouse mammary tumor virus

MOI

multiplicity of infection

moR

microRNA-offset RNA

mRNA

messenger RNA

mT

monomer turnaround

MVM

minute virus of mice

ncRNA

non-coding RNA

NGS

next generation sequencing

nt

nucleotide

ORF

open reading frame

pA

polyadenylation site

paRNA

promoter-associated RNA

PCR

polymerase chain reaction

piRNA

piwi-interacting RNA

PKR

protein kinase R

pre-miRNA

precursor microRNA

pri-miRNA

primary microRNA

PrV

pseudorabies virus

rAAV

recombinant adeno-associated virus

RBE / RBS

Rep binding element / Rep binding site

RFU

relative fluorescent unit

RISC

RNA-induced silencing complex
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RNAi

RNA interference

RNApol II

RNA polymerase II

RNA-Seq

RNA sequencing

rRNA

ribosomal RNA

RT-PCR

reverse transcriptase PCR

SA

splice acceptor site

SD

splice donor site

sdRNA

sno-derived RNA

SDS-PAGE

sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

Sf

Spodoptera frugiperda

shRNA

short hairpin RNA

siRNA

small interfering RNA

snoRNA

small nucleolar RNA

snRNA

small nuclear RNA

SRA

Sequence Read Archive (NCBI)

ss

single-stranded

Tab.

table

tiRNA

transcription initiation RNA, tiny RNA

TRBP

(HIV1) TAR RNA-binding protein

tRF

tRNA-derived fragment

tRNA

transfer RNA

trs

terminal resolution site

TSS

transcription start site

UL

unique long

VA RNA

virus-associated RNA

VIRmiRNA

database of viral microRNAs

VV

vaccinia virus

VZV

varicella zoster virus

WT

wild-type

YY1

Ying Yang 1 transcription factor
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